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ABSTRACT

The population shift to the arid and semi-arid southwest has

brought about severe declines in the water resource. The problem is

particularly acute in Arizona. This thesis deals with one component

of the overall water use problem, the efficient use of water in urban

parkland.

Using Tucson, Arizona, as a study area, three urban parks with-

in the city park system are used as case studies. Each park site is

assessed for water use efficiency in the areas of land use planning,

landform, and vegetation. Policy regarding water use efficiency is

also assessed.

From the case studies, the assessment findings are compiled into

planning/design concepts and policy recommendations. These products

will be helpful to landscape arChitects and planners in the development

of new parks and the modification of older, less efficient conventional

urban parks throughout the arid and semi-arid southwest.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Throughout history, man has settled in arid and semi-arid lands

where water supplies are often deficient, highly variable in quantity,

and inferior in quality. In many cases, such as the ancient Hohokam

Indians of Arizona, history points to the failure of people to survive

in arid lands because they have often neglected to follow the rules

of nature (Thames and Fischer 1981, p. 519). By going against the rules

of nature, man often jeopardizes his existence by demanding more than

natural systems can supply.

The decade from 1970 to 1980 saw an increase in population in

the United States of 11.4 percent. More importantly, there was a shift

in population to the sunbelt states of the south and west, increasing

the population in those areas by 23.9 percent. Whereas the south can

better afford increased use of its water supply, the west cannot.

Arizona, which has one of the most arid environments in the country,

grew by about 53 percent during this decade.

Since World War II, people have been moving in increasing

numbers to the arid and semi-arid southwest to enjoy the casual life-

style, to engage in outdoor recreation, and to be a part of the

expanding economy. There has been an increasing demand for year-round

outdoor recreation, leisure time, and physical fitness nationwide. The

1
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climate in the southwest is seen as a desirable alternative to harsh

winters, high heating bills, and depressed economies prevalent in the

central and eastern United States.

But there is a problem emerging in the arid and semi-arid south-

west. Population increases have placed great demands on the natural

carrying capacity of natural resource systems and particularly on the

water resource. Water is becoming more and more critical as a limiting

factor in what will be planned and built in the southwest in the years

to come. As energy was the major resource issue of the 1970's, so water

will be the major resource in the 1980's, particularly in Arizona

(Pfister 1982). Arizona Governor Babbitt calls water the lifeblood

of the Sonoran Desert. Residents of this area must learn how to manage

the water that is there, according to Governor Babbitt, and recognize

that conservation of water is an obligation in a desert (Governor

Babbitt 1982).

In Arizona, concern for water supplies has been pronounced since

1974 due to a tremendous drawdown of the groundwater table and sporadic

land subsidence in isolated areas. This concern is particularly evi-

dent in Tucson, where groundwater is the sole source of water. This

is a classic resource use problem of supply and demand. The problem of

overutilization of the water supply evolves around the relationships

among resource use and resource availability. Where water resources

are fixed, utilization becomes a question of regulating rates of con-

sumption and increasing substitution and conservation activities. Where

water resources are renewable, utilization becomes a question of
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regulating rates of consumption, substitution, conservation, and cul-

tural redefinition of the kinds of uses of water.

The problem of excessive water use in the southwest landscape

relates back to landscape attitudes and traditions that were trans-

planted from central and eastern United States. These cultural values

were carried by Anglo-Saxon immigrants whose cultures were rooted in

England and central Europe, areas having an abundance of water and

greenery.

Earlier, Spanish and Mexican settlers brought with them the

Moorish concepts of water. These concepts treated water as a limited

and precious resource to be used with care to achieve maximum vegetative

growth and environmental enhancement. Unfortunately, these Moorish

concepts were displaced by Anglo-Saxon customs. Had the Moorish land-

scape philosophy survived the subsequent Anglo-Saxon shift in population

to the southwest, perhaps the population of today could have been spared

the need now to balance water supplies with water use (Anonymous 1979,

p. 7).

The roots, then, of this classic water supply and demand prob-

lem are twofold. First is the ever growing number of people moving

to the arid and semi-arid southwest. More people mean an increased

demand for water by agriculture, industry, municipalities, and recrea-

tion. Second are the cultural landscape attitudes and traditions of

this new inudgrant population. Many of these immigrants like to create

a landscape similar to the one they left behind. They do not generally

see water in the desert as the precious and limited resource that it is.
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Urban parkland in the arid and semi-arid southwest is specifi-

cally linked to these two points. First, the population shift to the

arid southwest has meant that communities must provide additional public

services such as parks and recreation. In addition, demand for recrea-

tion has increased three to four times faster than the population in-

crease in the United States. Because of the fine weather, people in

the sunbelt states are more outdoor-oriented and need an even greater

number of recreational facilities (City of Tucson 1981, p. 15). There

are also large numbers of visitors and immigrants who come to the south-

west to seek recreational opportunities. This represents a very im-

portant contribution to the tourism industry. Tourism in Arizona could

be considered the state's second largest industry and is a vital part

of the economy in many communities. The newcomers are often separated

from their extended families. This creates the need for more opportuni-

ties for socialization and for families to interact with other families

in the community. Providing these opportunities can be an important

role for parks and recreation (Briscoe et al. 1978a, p. 13).

It is, then, the Anglo-Saxon attitude, combined with the popu-

lation shift to the arid and semi-arid southwest starting after World

War II, that created the southwest version of the conventional urban

park. These parks were conventional in that they could be found any-

where across the continental United States. Water was not an over-

riding concern in planning and design. Typically, these parks have

vast expanses of turf, plenty of lush non-native shade trees, and many

times a lake. The conventional urban park was what many people grew up
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with in the central and eastern United States. It was natural that

their demands and expectations would not change when they relocated.

The public demanded the conventional park, and in response to these

demands, county and city governments responded with parks that would

satisfy Anglo-Saxon attitudes and traditions.

Problem Analysis 

The problem addressed in this thesis is how better to reconcile

the kinds and amount of water use in the urban parkland setting with

the hydrologic characteristics of the arid environment. Water in urban

parkland is principally used for maintenance of vegetation through vari-

ous irrigation methods. There are other uses of water which include

lakes, drinking fountains, and the maintenance of animal life.

These uses of water should be reconciled with the hydrologic

characteristics of the region. Precipitation is typically low. There

may be too little moisture or that which does occur may be evaporated

by extremely high temperatures and very low humidity. There may also

be many months when no precipitation falls. This leads to a lack of

surface water for use by people. Drilling for groundwater then becomes

the primary source of water in many communities. Surface water must

also be transported vast distances to augment groundwater supplies.

There are widespread differences in the arid southwest in local climate,

vegetation, geomorphology, and weather regimes. Inevitably, however,

the influences of human activities on the arid landscape are linked to

the availability of moisture (Miller 1978, p. 1).
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The purpose of this effort is to contribute to the general ef-

fort to make the water use more efficient in arid and semi-arid cities

in the southwest. As more urban parkland is built, tnere will no doubt

be an increase in water use. This paper will identify ways in which

water can be used more efficiently by conducting an assessment of urban

parkland. The reconciliation of the supply and demand for water in-

volves compromises, not only concerning how urban parks should be de-

veloped in the future, but also how existing conventional urban parks

can be modified to become more water efficient now.

The overall goal of this study is to reassess how urban parks

are planned and designed in relation to water efficiency. Reasonable

approaches are identified that can direct the way urban parks are

planned and designed in the future.

There are two objectives to this assessment of urban parkland.

First, it develops planning/design concepts for the more efficient use

of water in urban parks. Second, it develops policy recommendations to

help implement the concepts that are developed. These concepts and

policies serve as alternatives to conventional urban parkland planning

and design relating to water use. The parkland assessment develops

and defines new planning concepts and more efficient design techniques.

It recommends the reformulation of urban parkland policy with respect

to water use by proposing both new policy alternatives and the modifi-

cation of existing policy guidelines.

There are three general assumptions made in the development of

these concepts and policy recommendations. First, there is a growing
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need now for new planning/design concepts and policy recommendations in

the urban parkland setting in the arid southwest. This is verified by

a recent questionnaire (Appendix A). Second, alternatives to conven-

tional urban parkland planning, design, and policy can help park plan-

ners and landscape architects implement needed water conservation

measures in the arid and semi-arid southwest. This will help balance

water supplies with demands for water use and park facilities. Third,

water harvesting techniques and other related techniques used through-

out history for agricultural uses may also be applicable to some urban

parks and recreation uses.

Study Areas 

Tucson, Arizona, was selected for the study because of its im-

mediate and increasing need to be more efficient in water use in order

to reduce the severe overdraft of its groundwater supply. More spe-

cifically, urban parks under the jurisdiction of the City of Tucson

Parks and Recreation Department were selected as the urban parkland

study areas. The Department has been concerned about water efficiency

in its parks since about 1972, when an effort was started to make

people aware of the groundwater situation. Newer urban parks in the

city system should therefore represent a more enlightened concern for

the efficient use of water in urban parks. In comparison, parks and

recreation departments in other arid southwest cities have not been

as quick to conserve water in the urban parkland setting (Appendix A).

Three urban parks under the jurisdiction of the Tucson Parks

and Recreation Department are assessed and used as case studies
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(Fig. 1). The three case studies include: (1) Morris K. Udall

Regional Park; (2) Santa Cruz Riverpark, Phase II; and (3) Gene C. Reid

Park.

The three case studies, represented by their master plans and

reports, were selected for different reasons. Morris K. Udall Regional

Park, currently in only Phase I, was selected because it represents the

current planning and design thinking for a new undisturbed site by the

Department and the landscape architecture consultants. The park site

is relatively vacant, large, and generally undisturbed, which makes the

site unique.

The Santa Cruz Riverpark, Phase II, was selected because it is

an example of the latest effort to develop a linear park along a major

drainageway. The park will eventually consist of a thirteen-mile green-

belt along the Santa Cruz River providing both neighborhood parks and a

regional open space corridor. This linear park is being masterplanned

by landscape architecture consultants for the entire proposed length.

At present, there are two relatively small phases completed near down-

town Tucson. Major drainageways are important potential sites for the

future development of urban parks. This is because drainageways are

close to water sources and are usually unacceptable for other human

developments. Drainageways also provide open space corridors for rec-

reation and circulation links to other parks or cultural sites. These

areas should also be preserved for groundwater recharge sites.

Gene C. Reid Park was selected because it is the major existing

regional park in the city. As an established urban park, originally
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Figure 1. Map showing the three urban parks used as case study areas

in relation to Tucson, Arizona.
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designed in the 1950's, it is assessed for ways to potentially modify

it to a more efficient use of water. The Tucson Parks and Recreation

Department has modified the park over the years when the need and the

funding have been made available. Modifying existing parks is one

method to conserve water. However, this is usually more costly, in

the short run, in comparison to newly developed park sites.



CHAPTER 2

STUDY PROCEDURE

The study procedure is designed to develop two products,

planning/design concepts and policy recommendations for urban parks in

arid and semi-arid cities in the southwest. This is accomplished by

following a process of inventory, assessment, and synthesis (Fig. 2).

A case study approach serves as a basis for assessing current planning/

design concepts and policy compliance. It is also useful in developing

potential planning/design concepts and policy recommendations. Three

urban parks under the jurisdiction of the Tucson Parks and Recreation

Department serve as the case study area.

More specifically, the two products will serve as general guide-

lines for the more efficient use of water in urban parks in the arid

and semi-arid southwest region. The first product is a set of planning/

design concepts which will make the use of water more efficient in

urban parkland. The second product is a set of policy recommendations

to facilitate the implementation of the developed concepts. These two

products may be used not only in the Tucson or Phoenix areas, but also

in other arid or semi-arid southwest cities. While each park site is

specific as to its opportunities and constraints, the concepts and poli-

cies developed herein have general application to most arid southwest

communities.

11



Study Procedure Outline 

Inventory

The Tucson Context
Task: An overview of the natural and man-made conditions

affecting the water problem in Tucson and how the park
landscape relates to this problem.

Site Inventory of Case Studies
Task: Natural factors and human influences are inventoried

to provide a site specific data base for the assessment
of parkland planning, design, and policy.

Assessments

Case Study Assessments
Task: Existing and potential planning/design concepts and

policy recommendations are assessed in each case study
area to identify workable concepts and policies.

Synthesis 

Compilation of Concepts and Policies
Task: Concepts and policies identified in the three case study

areas are compiled into two sets of workable planning/
design concepts and policy recommendations.

Figure 2. Study procedure outline followed in this thesis.

12
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Inventory 

The procedure first inventories the Tucson context, found in

Chapter 3. The purpose of this chapter is to place the three case study

areas within the general study setting. This is needed since the con-

cepts and policies developed in this paper have general applicability

to other areas besides the Tucson region. Similarities and differences

can be noted when applying the concepts and policies to other areas

outside the Sonoran Desert. This chapter inventories:

(1) the regional context and precipitation;

(2) the environmental context and cultural attitudes;

(3) the Tucson growth pattern;

(4) the Tucson water use problem;

(5)water, parks, and the Tucson urban landscape;

(6)Tucson city policy on water use in parks.

The relationships among the environment, the Tucson resident, and the

need for parks are discussed. The role of the urban park in using its

water allocation more efficiently is identified. Methods to promote

water efficiency currently used by the Tucson Parks and Recreation

Department are outlined. Policies relating to the use of water in parks

are also discussed which form a base from which to add additional policy

recommendations in the assessment phase in Chapter 5.

The second part of the inventory is to understand the particu-

lar site features of the three parks in the selected case studies.

This was done through case study site inventories in Chapter 4. The

site inventories list those features that are important to water
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efficiency. These include climatic factors, landform and soil condi-

tions, hydrologic factors, vegetative and wildlife habitat, and human

influences.

Assessments 

The three urban parks in the selected case studies are assessed

in Chapter 5. The assessment analyzes planning and design as well as

policy. The assessment first examines and identifies the current

planning/design concepts being utilized in the case study areas. These

concepts are divided into three categories. These include a vegetative

assessment, a landform assessment, and a land use assessment. Concepts

that are found to promote water efficiency will be compiled in Chapter

6.

Potential planning/design concepts are also assessed to see if

they are applicable to the problems identified at each park site. So-

lutions are developed to solve shortcomings in water efficiency.

Potential concepts found to promote water efficiency will also be com-

piled in Chapter 6.

The assessment also examines policy on water efficiency in urban

parkland. Existing concepts are assessed to see if they comply with

City of Tucson Resolution #11581 (City of Tucson 1981). A policy com-

pliance assessment identifies whether the planning process and the final

designed masterplan solution are in compliance with city policy. Areas

of noncompliance are identified as well as areas where there is no

policy. Policy recommendations are then proposed to fill the gaps.

Existing and proposed policies are compiled in Chapter 6.
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Synthesis 

The final two products, planning/design concepts and policy

recommendations, are a synthesis of existing and proposed concepts and

policies found individually in the three case study areas. A compila-

tion is made of all of the workable and applicable concepts and poli-

cies. The concepts and policies are outlined in Chapter 6. They are

categorized into three areas relating to water use efficiency. These

include:

(1) land use planning-related concepts and policies;

(2) landform and soil-related concepts and policies;

(3) vegetative-related concepts and policies.

These two products, concepts and policies, form the basis from

which urban park planners and designers can make decisions regarding

water efficiency in urban parks. The planning/design concepts and

policy recommendations for urban parks in the arid and semi-arid south-

west will be of use in three areas. These include:

(1) the modification of older conventional parks;

(2) the continuing development of existing park sites;

(3) the future planning and design of additional urban parks

in the years to come.

It then becomes the ultimate responsibility of parks and recreation

departments and landscape architects to utilize the planning/design

concepts and implement the policy recommendations. This will help en-

sure that urban parks in arid and semi-arid southwestern cities utilize



their water allocations in the most efficient manner and reduce the

rate of drawdown on the groundwater supply.

16



CHAPTER 3

THE TUCSON CONTEXT

The purpose of this chapter is to place the three case study

areas into context. This is important since the concepts and policies

developed in this paper are generalized as solutions to water effi-

ciency problems in many arid and semi-arid cities in the southwest.

Additionally, while differences exist from one region to another, there

are also many similarities. The natural and man-made contexts of the

problems in Tucson are also outlined.

The Regional Context and Precipitation 

Like all desert communities, precipitation is very important to

the Tucson area. Precipitation makes up over ninety percent of the

water source with dew accounting for less than ten percent. Essential-

ly all moisture is either evaporated or transpired (Evans and Thames

1981, p. 88).

Very little water ever gets back into the underground aquifer

through the arid land hydrologic cycle (Fig. 3). Deep percolation and

streamflow are essentially localized events. This accounts for little

of the water loss in deserts. Water is stored primarily by the soil

over very long periods. For short periods, water is stored at the sur-

face long enough to allow infiltration to occur. This is generally

17
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Figure 3. The Hydrologic Cycle in the arid and semi-arid southwest.
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within one to two meters of the soil surface where the water is avail-

able for plant absorption (Evans and Thames 1981, p. 90).

Storms are also variable in time and space. Three months or

more can elapse between significant rainfall events five percent of the

time. A dry period of up to five months can occur two percent of the

time (Evans and Thames 1981, p. 9). Most of a storm's total rainfall

will occur in less than one hour and cover a relatively small area.

However, during the late summer months, tropical disturbances can last

several hours and cover hundreds of square kilometers (Evans and Thames

1981, p. 223).

The typical sudden downpours in the Tucson region create drain-

age problems in urbanized areas. A sixfold increase in total runoff

has been measured for a section of Tucson after urban development.

Urbanization has increased total runoff, peak flows, and contaminants

(Evans and Thames 1981, p. 271). Parks could utilize some of this urban

runoff to augment irrigation systems and reduce drainage problems.

Annual rainfall is between 10 and 11 inches. Approximately

half of the amount occurs during early July through late September.

Snowfall is rare and is usually less than one-half inch. Dry conditions

are very common during May and June and in October and November.

Environmental Context and Cultural Attitudes

Tucson is located on the northern fringe of the Sonoran Desert,

one of four deserts in North America (Fig. 4). Being in the desert, it

enjoys many climatic benefits including abundant sunshine, relatively

mild winters and generally low humidity. However, the summers are
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Figure 4. The deserts of the southwestern region in North America

(After Hastings and Turner (Miller, 1978).)
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quite hot. The region is noted for its beautiful and unique vegetation,

including the Saguaro Cactus, Ocotillo, and Cholla.

Almost everyone who lives in Tucson came from somewhere else.

Natives are few in number and hard to find. People come for many rea-

sons and are usually transplanted midwesterners. It is natural for

them to want to be surrounded by familiar vegetation (Halderman 1977,

p. 2). Humid-region vegetation was the norm and was used extensively

by newcomers. Desert vegetation, however, is now receiving more con-

sideration. Dry desert landscaping, or "Tucson Gardens," has had wide-

spread use here. But many still desire to create an oasis out of the

desert. Lush turf areas, lakes, fountains, and shade trees create a

false impression of water abundance. This has led to many problems

such as increasing pollen counts and contributing to excessive use of

the water supply.

The Tucson Growth Pattern 

Tucson is the second largest metropolitan area in Arizona with

a population of about 500,000 people. Since World War II, Tucson's

population has skyrocketed, with most immigrants coming from states

such as Illinois, Missouri, and Kansas. During the 1970's, Tucson grew

at a rate that doubled the population every twenty years. By the year

2000, over a million people are expected to live in the Tucson Valley.

Tucson's rate of construction development is five times the national

average. Large corporations such as IBM, Hughes Aircraft, Gates Lear-

jet and Motorola have moved to Tucson and supply many jobs. With the

surge in population, however, come many new problems.
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The Tucson Water Use Problem

The limiting natural resource in Tucson is not the availability

of land but of water. Continued growth can be sustained, for example,

only if agriculture is stopped (Steiner 1982a). Tucson is now the

largest metropolitan area in the world that is solely dependent on

groundwater for its source of water. There are more than 300 wells

throughout the city and adjacent areas. The current annual deficit in

the recharge of the underground aquifer now equals from 100,000 to

200,000 acre-feet in the Tucson area (Fig. 5). Groundwater overdraft

is estimated at three to four times the natural recharge capability

(Steiner 1982b).

However, as serious as the problem appears, there are no real

immediate shortages unless extensive well contamination occurs. The

problem is fairly long term, but is exacerbated by continued overdraft

of the groundwater supply. There are four major impacts of groundwater

table declines. These include:

(1) increased cost for pumping;

(2) decreased well capacity due to higher consolidation of

aquifer sands and gravels;

(3) reduced water quality;

(4) potential land surface subsidence.

(McLean and Davis 1980, p. 1)

Shortages can exist when local systems temporarily experience technical

or financial difficulties. What will probably happen is that there

will be an extended period when water rates will be increased
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Depth to Groundwater 

Water Levels in a Single Well in the Tucson Inner Basin (Based on
Greene 1977).

Figure S. The declining watertable in Tucson, Arizona.
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dramatically. There will also be exasperating problems, tiring argu-

ments, and periodic confrontations in the state and federal legislatures

and the courts on how to solve Tucson's water problems (Hecht and Reeves

1981, p. 139).

Some Tucson residents, however, have not totally ignored the

water problem. Attempts were made beginning in 1975 by "controlled-

growth" advocates to end leapfrog sprawl and conserve water. These

advocates were removed from the Tucson City Council by a recall election

in 1977 when they tried to increase water rates dramatically to encour-

age conservation (Jeffery 1977, p. 514). It is ironic that water rates

now are much higher than those proposed back in 1975.

Whatever the cause, Tucson's per capita rate of water use has

fallen from 205 gallons/day in 1973 to the current 150 gallons/day. It

is also expected that the rate can be reduced further to around 110

gallons/day in the future (Steiner 1982a). In comparison, Phoenix con-

sumes 220 gallons/day, and Orange County, California, averages 180

gallons/day per capita. It is evident that Tucson has made great ef-

forts to reduce its use of water. But it is also clear that people

will not act unless there is immediate concern (Cline 1982).

To accomplish the goals of the 1980 Arizona Groundwater Manage-

ment Act, the state legislature established the Tucson Active Management

Area. While not yet complete, plans for the management area will come

up with strategies to balance the underground water supplies by 2025.

They will try to resolve questions of legality, allocation, transmis-

sion, efficiency, and water use.
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According to Steiner, a total water use plan must be created

which deals with all facets of the water problem. There must be com-

plete reuse of all treated sewage effluent. Areas where effluent could

be used include the mines, cemeteries, golf courses, agriculture, parks,

and recreation. Agriculture should use drip irrigation and dead level

fields with lasers. Developers should only build where water supplies

will not be jeopardized. Copper mines should use alternate sources of

water for a good part of their needs. Desert landscaping should be

encouraged as well (Steiner 1982a).

Critical to Tucson's future growth is the construction of the

Central Arizona Project (CAP) aqueduct. Water is expected to arrive in

the Tucson area around 1990 from the Colorado River. The CAP will only

solve about two-thirds of the water problem in Tucson. Other efficiency

methods must also be employed. It will take a combined effort of many

methods and reallocations of water to balance the supply (Steiner

1982a).

Water in the Tucson area and eastern Pima County is used for

many purposes (Table 1). Agricultural use (56.7%) is the highest. This

compares to an annual agricultural use of 90 percent of statewide water

supplies. Second is industrial use (29.9%). The most efficient use

per capita is municipal and recreational consumption (13.4%) (McLean

and Davis 1980).

Water, Parks, and the Tucson Urban Landscape 

It is estimated that about one-half of the municipal water use

is applied to the outdoor landscape (Miller 1978, p. 49). If so, this
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Table 1. 1980 Water Use in Eastern Pima County, Arizona

Use Category Pumpage

Percent
of Total

Consumption

Quantity
(Acre-Feet)

Quantity
(Acre-Feet)

Percent
of Total

Agricultural 224,953 AF 57.6 151,857 AF 56.7

Municipal 82,328 21.1 32,841 12.2

Industrial 80,144 20.5 80,144 29.9

Recreational/ 3,282 0.8 3,282 1.2

Other

390,707 AF 100.0 268,124 AF 100.0

From WRCC Report to Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior,
April 14, 1980 (McLean and Davis 1980).
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would equal about 6.7 percent of the water used in eastern Pima County.

While this percentage is rather small in comparison to agricultural and

industrial uses, it is nonetheless important due to the need to balance

the water supply. There will still be an approximate nineteen percent

deficit even with CAP water and complete use of treated sewage effluent

(Steiner 1982b). The last nineteen percent will have to be achieved

through conservation measures. The urban landscape is one good area to

help achieve this needed conservation.

Recent studies done in Tucson by the Arizona State Department

of Water Resources have shown that a water efficient "desert landscape"

or "Tucson Garden" (versus a high water consuming turf and non-native

landscape) can significantly reduce, by almost half, the cost and vol-

ume of water used annually (Meissner 1982). Considering potential

future threats of increased water use rates, the restriction of lawn

sizes, banning of lawns, and/or water rationing, converting to a desert

landscape is appealing.

Municipal and recreational water use in the Tucson landscape

then becomes one of the important variables in water use efficiency.

However, in 1980, water use for parks and recreation only accounted for

1.2 percent of the total water consumed in eastern Pima County (McLean

and Davis 1980). One might question why parks can play a role in re-

ducing the water deficit if parks only account for 1.2 percent of the

water consumption in eastern Pima County. Parks are very conspicuous

users of water. The public can relate to water use in parks because

they also water their own personal landscapes and pay water bills. In
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comparison, it is hard for the public to relate to water use by larger

water users such as copper mines and agriculture. As water rates sky-

rocket to help pay for new CAP water and increased pumping costs, and

as water continues to be a controversial resource issue, the public will

cut back. They will start to be more water efficient. Fewer turf areas

will be installed and many existing ones will be converted to desert

landscaping. The scenario then becomes twofold. The public will expect

the parks department to do likewise and conserve even more water. Or,

the public will expect lush green parks to fulfill its needs since home

landscapes are now predominantly low water users with little or no turf

areas.

According to a parks and recreation survey in 1978 completed by

consultants to the City of Tucson Parks and Recreation Department,

eastern Pima County citizens want and expect urban parks containing

green grass, trees, and recreation facilities. Based on their interpre-

tations of the survey data, the consultants see the park's function as

one of an oasis. This would be reinforced as water resources are

strained to meet the needs of growing populations and as homeowners'

desires increase for public green spaces. People will depend on parks,

they say, for cool shade and green grass (Briscoe et al. 1978a, p. 12).

The consultants did not, however, consider an increase in taxes to pay

for parks and park maintenance or raising water use rates, both of which

would affect public opinion. If the survey were conducted in 1982, a

stronger voice for water conservation would probably appear.
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The question then becomes one of how to satisfy demands for

green space and conserve water at the same time. The conventional park

with lush expanses of grass and an abundance of high water-using trees

is no longer practical or acceptable. The realities of the water prob-

lem, maintenance, construction costs, and vandalism dictate that parks

today use water more efficiently and be easy to manage.

In response to these problems, the Tucson Parks and Recreation

Department has been involved with water conservation since about 1972.

This response has been in reaction not only to Tucson's water problem,

but also to budget constraints. Whatever the primary cause, it has

been a leader in this area and one of the first departments in the arid

southwest actively to conserve water in parks (Appendix A). While other

cities are just now realizing the need for water efficiency, Tucson has

been planning and designing more efficient urban parks for about ten

years. However, due to budget cuts and other financial constraints, the

Tucson Parks and Recreation Department has not been able to do as much

as it would have liked or needed (Ronstadt and Alley 1982). It has,

however, implemented a number of things to conserve water in its urban

parks. For example, department actions:

(1) have urged the use of treated sewage effluent for almost

all golf course irrigation since 1973;

(2) have used drip irrigation wherever possible;

(3) have reduced the areas of turf it irrigates;

(4) have gone to desert landscaping in median strips and in

some newer parks;
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(5) have allowed turf to decline in high traffic areas and in

deep shade and have installed non-plant ground covers such

as decomposed granite;

(6) have gone to more arid types of designs;

(7) have used drought resistant plant materials in large

quantities;

(8) have used soil amendments to hold water in upper soil layers

for use by plant materials;

(9) have educated park foremen on water efficiency methods;

(10) have replaced older sprinkler irrigation with newer, more

efficient irrigation technology;

(11) have made joint use agreements with local school districts

since 1973 to reduce the need for more parks by increasing

the efficiency of existing recreational opportunities.

Tucson City Policy on Water Use in Parks 

In 1981, the Mayor and Council adopted Resolution #11581 (City

of Tucson 1981). This resolution was in response to the 1978 parks

and recreation survey by Briscoe, Maphis, Murray and Lamont, Inc.

(BMML). The survey addressed an important question of interest to this

paper. It asked "what kind and extent of park development is desirable

in the face of declining water resources?" The resolution titled Parks, 

Recreation and Open Space: Policies and Recommendations is now a part

of the Tucson Comprehensive Plan (City of Tucson 1979).

While the policies of the resolution are, in most instances,

very general, and have almost no reference to direct water use, they do
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represent expressed concern by local government for water efficiency.

There are many indirect references to water efficiency to achieve the

same goal. Other arid southwest communities surveyed do not have simi-

lar policies which directly or indirectly mandate more efficient use of

water in urban parkland (Appendix A).

Policy seeks to promote intergovernmental cooperation between

agencies. One example is the cooperation that the City of Tucson Parks

and Recreation Department has achieved with local public school dis-

tricts through joint use agreements. By cooperating with school

districts, park facilities can be provided by utilizing school facili-

ties on off-hours. Better use of these facilities has saved money as

well as conserving water by not having to construct additional parks in

the area. Parks can also be constructed adjacent to schools which then

in turn serve as a unified and enlarged park facility. Joint use of

tennis courts, ball fields, and swimming pools is common. In reality,

however, not all school districts have been willing to cooperate fully

with the Parks Department. According to Parks Director Ronstadt, more

agreements need to be made in this area (Ronstadt and Alley 1982).

Another policy stresses the maximization of existing parks

through better administration. This reduces the need for additional

land purchases and facility development. This again will save water by

programming and scheduling more activities in existing urban parks.

Activities should be year-round and day and night (City of Tucson 1981).

Park development procedures are outlined as well. They include

a site analysis prior to design. The analysis is to investigate natural
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features important to water use such as vegetation, topography, soils,

wildlife, drainage, and human factors (City of Tucson 1981). While

policy dictates that these areas be analyzed, it does not specifically

mention water efficiency in the site analysis phase.

Policies on park design principles are more inclusive and are

meant to prevent costly upgrading at a later date. Design guidelines

relating to water use in parks include: "park design should be sensi-

tive to Tucson's physical environment..." and "to conserve water and

energy, parks should use native vegetation and hard paving material on

ground surfaces where turf grass is not essential or in areas where

heavy wear or shade prevent grass from surviving" (City of Tucson 1981).

Design principles for neighborhood, district and regional parks

in particular, however, do not have the same commitment to water effi-

ciency. Neighborhood parks, for example, can be limited to "open turf

areas and landscaping." For district and regional parks, "at least

fifty percent of the land area should be devoted to unstructured open

space containing turf or native vegetation." There is no delineation

of what is an excessive amount of turf area. However, native drought-

resistant vegetation is an option that current planning and design in

Tucson is taking. In addition, regional parks are to emphasize one

or more special features. They might include "water features and water-

oriented recreation..." (City of Tucson 1981). Tucson currently has

three lakes in its city park system. But considering the water problem,

more water bodies in the area would seem inappropriate. Lakes in arid

regions tend to give a false sense of water abundance. Additional lakes
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would be contrary to the efforts by the Tucson Water Department (Tucson

Water) through their water efficiency campaign called "Beat the Peak."

Park site acquisition is also important for water conservation

according to city policy. New sites should offer more than appropriate

location. Existing natural features of the site should be unique. When

development occurs, natural terrain, vegetation, and physical features

should be maintained (City of Tucson 1981). Water efficiency is gained

through the utilization of native vegetation which needs no cultivation.

Alternatively, native vegetation can be enhanced by applying drip irri-

gation and the interplanting of drought-resistant vegetation.

The Open Space Element of the plan is important to water ef-

ficiency. Land identified for park use should "preserve natural vege-

tation and animal habitat of unusual quality and importance." It should

also "continue to promote, design, and establish parks and recreation

activities which incorporate and conserve the natural topography, native

vegetation and wildlife habitats" (City of Tucson 1981). The concept

of the "natural park area" is thus established which by its very nature

conserves water and energy.

The policies of Resolution #11581, more than anything, indi-

rectly support continuing efforts for water efficiency in the city's

park system. The policies direct future park development by estab-

lishing general guidelines for development. Additionally, maximization

of existing parks and the conversion from turf to a paving material,

for example, affect existing parks as well.
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The importance of the resolution to this study is that it estab-

lishes guidelines which promote the more efficient use of water in

parks. Other parks departments questioned did not have similar policy.

It is important that guidelines are established to direct the way urban

parks are planned and designed in the future. This study will build on

these policies and recommend additional policies in the assessment phase

of the paper in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 4

CASE STUDY SITE INVENTORIES

The purpose of the three case study site inventories is to

examine the site conditions peculiar to each park setting. This serves

as a basis for understanding the reasons for the use or non-use of

planning/design concepts relating to the use of water at the parks. It

also serves as a basis for determining the potential applicability of

new concepts and policy recomrendations.

Case study site inventories provide a site specific base of

information that looks at the existing natural and man-made features of

the three parks. First, climatic factors are examined. Each site has

its own micro-environment conditions which can be utilized and enhanced

to increase water use efficiency.

Second, landform is important because of its ability or in-

ability to absorb surface runoff and precipitation. The topography of

a site determines runoff rates due to the degree of slope and surface

conditions such as rock outcrops. Soils, included in this section, are

very important when considering erosion, pecolation, and plant use

capabilities.

Third, the hydrologic features of the sites are inventoried.

These would include sheetflooding potential, ephemeral washes, and

water bodies. Potential hazards and opportunities are inventoried.

35
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Opportunities include recharge, retention, harvesting, and spreading

techniques, which are addressed in the assessment chapter.

Fourth, habitat is inventoried, consisting of the vegetation

found on the sites and the cover provided for wildlife. Existing vege-

tation can be incorporated into the park development. It also forms a

natural plant pallet from which to base further plant-related decisions.

Wildlife is an amenity and a management variable of the site because of

the relationship of vegetative cover to wildlife productivity.

Fifth, human influences are inventoried. Accommodating the

needs of the park user and the adjacent land owners is very important.

Park planners need to acknowledge all of the inter-related elements such

as historical and cultural amenities, good and bad views, access and

circulation; adjacent and on-site land uses, maintenance and recrea-

tional needs of the area.

Parks are for human recreation and provide natural and man-

made experiences. These inventories will help to define the range of

possibilities for establishing a set of workable concepts and policy

recommendations.

Morris K. Udall Regional Park: 
Case Study One Inventory 

Through the efforts of U.S. Representative Morris K. Udall, the

site was made available for park use in conjunction with the Tucson

Magnetic and Seismological Observatory (r.m.s.o.) in 1980. Rogers and

Gladwin, the landscape architects and planners who were commissioned to

analyze the site, developed a masterplan in 1981 (Fig. 6). The park,
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MASTERPLAN

IICALF IN FEET

F . J
Figure 6. Plan view of the Morris K. Udall Regional Park, Tucson.

(Rogers and Gladwin 1981.)
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when completed, will serve as an important regional park facility in

northeast Tucson. The park will also serve as a neighborhood park for

nearby residential growth. The site provides a very unique opportunity

for park development because of the potential to incorporate into the

design the site's native vegetation and wildlife. The observatory

places restrictions on the use of the entire site, such as concentra-

tions of metal that would affect the observatory instruments. But the

observatory also provides a unique opportunity for educational activi-

ties and for the development of a desert park in areas where buffering

is required.

Climate

The average monthly temperature range is from about 49°F in

January to about 86°F in July. Record extremes range from 12° to 114°F.

Readings above 110°F are not infrequent in the summer, but last usually

less than a week (Pima County 1978, p. 6).

The wind patterns are governed by a mountain-valley regime.

The wind normally blows from the southeast at night and early morning

and from the west and northwest during the rest of the day. Wind

speeds are generally less than ten miles per hour. Strong winds and

blowing dust are associated with summer thunderstorms (Pima County

1978, p. 7).

The overall climate is cooler than central Tucson because of

the site's vegetation and its proximity to the major washes that lie in

low areas which tend to be cooler. Micro-environmental conditions

exist within the wash areas which have a greater abundance of canopy
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cover. The hottest areas are the flatter plateaus which have no canopy

cover and little vegetation.

Landform

The site is relatively flat except for slopes of fifteen percent

or greater as the southwest corner drops off along the major wash. A

less severe area also occurs in the upper northeast corner of the site

(Pima County 1978, map 5).

The site elevation is relatively flat and slopes predominantly

towards the north. In the southwest corner, however, the site slopes

to the southwest towards the major wash on the site.

The site soil is typified by basinf ill gravel. There is allu-

vium (stream deposits) in the wash areas in the northeast and south-

west corners. The predominant site soil is classified as Mohave-Tres

Hermanos and is found in fairly level areas (0-7% slope). This soil

type has moderate runoff, low permeability, and low erosion character-

istics. Along the steeper slopes and within the wash areas, primarily

in the southwest corner of the site, is Pinaleno-Nickel soil. This

soil classification is a very deep, well-drained gravelly soil. The

soil surface is very gravelly sandy loam. It has moderate permeability,

moderate runoff and low erosion characteristics. There is no exposed

rock on the site (Pima County 1978, p. 20).

Hydrology

The drainage of surface runoff flows into both the Pantano and

Tanque Verde Washes. A slight ridge divides the site diagonally. All
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washes are dry except during large winter storms or during summer thun-

derstorms. Dry washes may often run for several hours at a time.

During locally intense storms, flood potential is considered to be

moderate where low areas and alluvial areas become subject to inundation

from ponding or sheetf low.

Park sites can play an important role in the overall recharge

of the underground aquifer by preserving areas of greater recharge po-

tential. Aquifer recharge within the wash area in the southwest corner

of the site can potentially provide up to 100 acre-feet of aquifer re-

charge annually per mile (Pima County 1978, pp. 14-16). The rest of

the site has poorer recharge potential and therefore does not need to

be preserved for aquifer recharge reasons alone.

Habitat

The site is representative of the Sonoran Desertscrub Community

of the Lower Sonoran Lifezone (Pima County 1978, p. 23). The sub-

community is predominantly Creosote-Bursage composed of shrubs and dwarf

shrubs. Trees exist along drainageways where moisture collects. Vege-

tative zones identified include:

(1) high density creosote-burroweed;

(2) low density creosote-burroweed;

(3) cholla-burroweed;

(4) ridge and valley vegetation;

(5) drainageway vegetation;

(6) urban influence;
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(7) transitional zones;

(8) bare ground (Fig. 7).

Vegetative diversity and quality increase in areas with greater moisture

content such as wash areas.

The site is predominantly undisturbed due to federal ownership

since 1909 as an observatory. Because of its near-natural condition, a

wide variety of birds, mammals, amphibians, and reptiles live within the

site or nearby. Seasonal habitat is provided, especially for winter

birds. Wildlife identified on-site by consultants includes: songbirds,

grackle, dove, hawk, quail, rodents, rabbits, and coyote. Each species

can be associated with a vegetative/landform habitat and a strata level

(Fig. 8). Wildlife habitat uses of the site include: roosting,

feeding, travel lanes, forage areas, burrows, cover, and shade. The

natural habitat provides a very unique opportunity for incorporation

into the park.

Human Influences

The dominant human influence on the site is the T.M.S.O. facil-

ity operated by the Bureau of Land Management (B.L.M.) U.S. Department

of the Interior. Approximately twenty-four acres of the site are fenced

in. The observatory consists of a few small buildings, a tower, and a

road leading to the cluster of buildings in the center of the site.

Under provision of the agreement between the City of Tucson and the

B.L.M., any new park development shall respect the continued use of the

land by the observatory. Zones of development between the park develop-

ment and the observatory were created with a buffer zone adjacent to
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HABITAT ANALYSIS
Vegetation Zones
Northeast , Regional Park
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Figure 7. Habitat analysis, vegetative zones at Udall Park.

Morris K. Udall Regional Park was analyzed and 8 vegetative

zones were identified (Rogers and Gladwin 1981).
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Figure 8. Primary habitats with concentrations of moisture were

identified by a habitat analysis.

Five habitats were identified as being the most important for

wildlife and their use identified by strata level. All pri-

mary habitats are associated with concentrations of moisture
(Rogers and Gladwin 1981).
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the observatory. There are strict requirements concerning concentra-

tions of metal on the site.

The site is planned and designated as a regional park. As such,

it serves a relatively large area of people and a population of approxi-

mately 54,000 residents with a projected doubling by the year 2000.

Very few public recreation facilities exist in this area. The park

will serve as a neighborhood park for nearby residents as well (Rogers

and Gladwin 1981, p. 4).

The site is surrounded by single-family housing. There are

also some multi-family housing and commercial developments adjacent to

the site. A sand and gravel operation exists to the southwest of the

park. An elementary school is in the area to the southwest.

The northern boundary of the site is Tanque Verde Road, a major

arterial. There is some noise in this area. There are also several

small dirt roads throughout the site including the entry road to the

observatory.

The site has particular significance because it has withstood

the pressures of urban development and is unique due to its vegetation

and wildlife in close proximity to an urban center. The T.M.S.O. facil-

ity is also listed as a state historic site. The site has one or more

Hohokam Indian remains also. One of these remains was unearthed during

Phase I construction (Ronstadt and Alley 1982).
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Santa Cruz Riverpark: 
Case Study Two Inventory

In 1975, the City of Tucson initiated the Santa Cruz Riverpark

planning process. Guy S. Greene and Associates, Landscape Architects

and Planners, were commissioned to complete the project study. In 1976,

they completed the conceptual masterplan. The masterplan encompassed

the park's proposed entire length along the Santa Cruz River. The plan

called for long-range development to include thirteen miles of greenbelt

open apace along the river to be set aside for recreation. The plan

also "treats water in all its aspects as an integrated system, the goal

of which is to accomplish the purposes of the riverpark and to return a

net gain to underground resources" (Greene 1977, p. 5). The conceptual

plan identifies many different land uses including: housing, commer-

cial, industrial, planned flood plains, and open parkland.

To date, only two phases of the thirteen-mile proposed park

have been masterplanned (Fig. 9). These include Phases I and II near

downtown Tucson. This inventory only addresses Phase II, the latest

masterplan by Larry Zukowski A.S.L.A., landscape architect, completed

in 1979 (Fig. 10).

The significance of this urban park to this study is that it is

a linear park adjacent to a major drainageway. It has both regional

and neighborhood significance. Its proximity to alternate sources of

water makes it very important for the implementation of non-conventional

irrigation methods (Greene 1977, p. 5).
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Climate

The average monthly temperature range is about 45°F in January

to 85°F in July. The recorded extremes range from about 12°F to 112°F.

Readings above 100°F are not infrequent, but last usually less than a

week (based on Pima County 1978, p. 6). Temperatures at the edge of

and within the riverbottom tend to be five to ten degrees cooler than

the surrounding city areas. Cooler air collects along the river, cre-

ating a unique micro-environment.

Wind patterns are governed by the mountain-valley regime. Nor-

mal winds blow from the southeast at night and early morning and from

the west and northwest during the rest of the day. Wind speeds are

generally less than ten miles per hour. Strong winds and blowing dust

are associated with summer thunderstorms and can be very acute along

the dry riverbeds and the surrounding terraces (Pima County 1978, p. 6;

Zukowski 1979, p. 12).

Landform

The site is divided into three general land types. These in-

clude the riverbottom, the river banks or edges, and the upland meadows

or terraces. The riverbottom is a flat area consisting of deep sand

and very little vegetation. The banks of the river vary greatly in

degree of steepness and height. Some banks have no vegetation while

others have a lot of vegetation. The upland meadows or terraces are

relatively flat and contain extensive vegetative cover (Zukowski 1979,

p. 10).
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The site is typified by alluvium soil (stream deposits). The

soil is moderately coarse textured. Layers of sand and gravel are very

thick within the riverbottom. The soils do improve, however, on the

terraces adjacent to the riverbottom where park development occurs.

There are three basic soil types. These include Vinton-Anthony

Sandy Loam, River Wash, and Comoro Sandy Loam. Vinton-Anthony Sandy

Loam is associated within alluvial fan areas. It is shallow, has slow

runoff and a slight erosion hazard. River Wash, found within the river-

bottom area, is excessively drained, subject to flooding, and is coarse

textured. Permeability is rapid and runoff is quite slow. River Wash

also has slight to severe erosional hazard, due to the shifting of the -

river course (Zukowski 1979, p. 11).

Of primary importance is Comoro Sandy Loam found on the ter-

races. The terraces are where the park development occurs. Therefore,

the soil in these areas is important to various water efficiency tech-

niques. In this area, erosion hazard is slight to none and permeability

is moderate. The sandy loam is also beneficial for increased plant

productivity, compared to the adjacent soils mentioned. The runoff

potential is moderate. There are also no exposed rocks on the site

for use as catchment areas (Zukowski 1979, p. 11).

Hydrology

There are two types of drainage systems on the site. One is

the river course which collects water from the upstream watershed and

flows through the site. The other is surface runoff which falls on
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the site or enters the site from various sources. Sources observed

include:

(1) urban runoff from major arterial streets;

(2) desert runoff from the site and nearby areas;

(3) runoff from the playfield of the adjacent school;

(4) runoff from the steep banks of the freeway;

(5) runoff from the adjacent industrial park.

One major source of water is from a wash in the southeast portion of

the site.

There are also nearby sources of water which could be utilized

if a distribution system was constructed. These represent long-term

alternatives to conventional water sources and include: (1) industrial

cooling water from the Tucson Electric Power Company at Grant Road and

the I-10 freeway; and (2) treated sewage effluent from the Roger Road

Wastewater Treatment Plant which is miles downstream (Greene 1977,

p. 8) .

The Santa Cruz River itself is a typical desert river. "Before

the turn of the century, fed by springs, it (the river) flowed in a

series of small streams through grassland. Today a single channel cuts

through loose, silty soils, flowing occasionally and unpredictably"

(Greene 1977, p. 5). The river, today, seems to be more of a hazard

than an amenity. One purpose of the park is to restore the river again

as an amenity.

The riverbottom area provides Tucson with a primary source of

aquifer recharge. It is estimated that there is a recharge capability
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of 400 to 600 acre-feet per mile annually within the riverbottom. Re-

charge is less on the terrace areas. Guy S. Greene & Associates have

recognized that one of the primary uses of any riverbottom is that it

should serve as an aquifer recharge area (Greene 1978, p. 16).

Habitat

The vegetation on the site is generally disturbed. Numerous

small tree groves cover the terrace areas. Terrace areas have a fairly.

good cover of Native Mesquite, native grasses, and annual weeds. The

two dominant trees are Native Mesquite and Mexican Palo Verde. In the

southwest corner is a large windrow of Tamarix. Other trees on the

site include Arizona Cottonwood, Desert Willow, and Cat-claw Acacia.

Desert Broom is the dominant native invader shrub. Other shrubs in-

clude Four-wing Salt Bush, Seep Willow, Gray Thorn (Condalia), Tree

Tobacco, Giant Reed, and Prickly Pear. Lehmann's Love Grass and Co	 on

Bermuda are found in scattered patches on the site (Zukowski 1979,

pp. 12-13). There are also a wide variety of annual weeds. Many of

the plant species are invader species due to the degraded state of the

site and its occasional flooding. Little of the original riparian

characteristics remain.

Animal life, due to the degraded site conditions and the exis-

tence of urban development nearby, is also not typical of the once

riparian habitat. Wildlife sighted during a one-day inventory by con-

sultants included: jack rabbits, cottontail rabbits, ground squirrels,

and various birds, rodents, and lizards (Zukowski 1979, p. 13).
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Human Influences

The Santa Cruz River has been the lifeblood of the Tucson valley

throughout history. Because of the river, the Spanish established a

presidio in Tucson. The river once flowed continuously when the Tucson

valley was a rich grassland. After the area was overgrazed by cattle,

floods came and cut the deep river channel that exists today. The river

area was then neglected and used as a dumping site (Fig. 11). Trans-

mission lines and towers were constructed along the riverbottom since

the river course was an inexpensive corridor route. The I-10 freeway

was also built parallel to some sections of the river, creating noise

and automobile pollution. The river exists today in a degraded state

with many problems. It is in need of extensive revegetation and

cleanup.

Present land uses adjacent to the site are marked by abrupt

changes in type and quality. The site is relatively vacant and sur-

rounded by an older Hispanic neighborhood on the west and the I-10 free-

way on the east. Also on the eastern edge is a new industrial park.

The north-south boundaries of the Phase II are Grant Road and Speedway

Boulevard. Both streets are major arterials. There has been tremendous

dumping, particularly along the banks of the river, where debris acts

to stabilize the river course. Because much of this debris occurs along

the vertical slopes of the banks of the river, it is very visible from

the opposite bank. This is a visual blight. The adjacent neighborhood

is also visually distracting and generally depressed.
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Noise is also a disturbing element of the site. The I-10 free-

way, Grant Road, and Speedway Boulevard contribute significantly to

this problem. Exhaust fumes are a problem, also.

The park site is to function in two ways. As a linear park, it

has regional significance. A bicycle lane has been continued to supple-

ment the bicycle lane in Phase I to the south of the site. The park

site also functions as a neighborhood park. Access is via a small

street, Riverview Boulevard. A multi-use ballfield will also be built

for use by the neighborhood and by the adjacent Arizona School for the

Deaf and Blind.

The site has nurerous problems. However, many of these can be

overcome or moderated. The real significance of this park site to this

study is that its location and site features present opportunities for

water efficiency not found in most park sites.

Gene C. Reid Park: 
Case Study Three Inventory

Gene C. Reid Park, formerly named Randolph Park, is the major

regional park facility for the city of Tucson (Fig. 12). Planned in

the 1950's, the park exhibits many of the older values, design elements,

and recreational opportunities typical of the time. The park is a good

example of a lush "conventional" urban park. The park has been period-

ically modified through the years when facilities needed upgrading and

when funds became available. It suffers from severe overcrowding, es-

pecially parking. This appears to be caused by two factors. First,



reid park
aerial site conditions

10-80
location

Figure 12. Aerial site conditions at Reid Park.

Aerial map showing Gene C. Reid Park in central Tucson
with Citation Wash running through the site.
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the park is centrally located in the city. Second, the park is the

only fully developed park in the city.

Climate

The average monthly temperature range is from about 49°F in

January to 86°F in July. The record extremes range from 14°F to 114°F.

Readings above 110°F are not infrequent, but usually last less than a

week (based on Pima County 1978, p. 6). Temperatures are somewhat

lessened on the site because of the many shade trees and extensive turf.

The lake also tends to reduce the air temperature compared to the sur-

rounding urban areas.

The wind patterns are governed by a mountain-valley regime.

Normally, the wind blows from the southeast at night and early morning

and from the west and northwest during the remainder of the day. Wind

speeds are generally less than ten miles per hour. Strong winds and

blowing dust can occur with summer thunderstorms (Pima County 1978,

p. 6).

Landform

The park is relatively flat with a gentle slope from the south-

east to the northwest. Man-made hills and berms exist adjacent to the

lake, at the motocross hill, at the amphitheatre, and along the north,

south, and west boundaries.

The park site is characterized by calcareous soils with hardpan

strata. The soil type is Rillito-Latene-Cave Association. This soil is

very shallow with some strata being weakly to strongly cemented by a
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lime hardpan. Because the soil is calcareous, SOITE landscape plantings

may have problems with chlorosis. The surface soil layer is only be-

tween two and twelve inches thick. The soil is gravelly sandy loam

or gravelly fine sandy loam. The subsurface is strongly calcareous

gravelly light loam or fine sandy loam. There can be moderate runoff,

low erosion, and low permeability. There is no exposed rock on-site

(U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1973).

Hydrology

Major drainage for the site consists of a turf-lined wash named

Citation Wash. This wash enters the park from the southeast corner

and exist the site at the northwest corner. The turf slows the water

velocity and also helps to filtrate the contaminants in the urban run-

off.

Much of the water from precipitation falling on-site is absorbed

in turf areas. However, there is some runoff from streets, bare ground,

and parking areas. Much of this water is absorbed in the gravel shoul-

ders of the roads that are used for parking. But some of the water

enters the Citation Wash.

There is a man-made lake in the park that utilizes pumped

groundwater. It flows down a hill through a network of cascades where

it is aerated. The lake probably contributes little to the recharge of

the groundwater due to the soil in the area. Based on the standard

evaporation pan technique, it is estimated that seventy inches per year

are evaporated from the lake's surface (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1973).

This is typical of all water bodies in the Tucson area.
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Opportunities are minimal for aquifer recharge on the site due

to the soil composition. The Citation Wash would, however, provide

limited aquifer recharge.

Potential alternative sources of water include treated sewage

effluent that is used for irrigation of Randolph Gold Course nearby.

This source is very close, but may not have sufficient capacity.

Another source is urban runoff flowing through Citation Wash. Finally,

on-site rainfall could be utilized more efficiently.

Habitat

Vegetation on-site is entirely introduced and includes orna-

mental and drought-resistant trees and shrubs and turf grass. The pre-

dominant trees include: Red Gum, Aleppo Pine, Fruitless Mulberry and

several palms and shade trees. There are very few shrubs except Pfitzer

Juniper and Oleander. Many trees are high water users.

The park has a tremendous amount of turf. Approximately 64 per-

cent of the site is turf (Table 2). Most of the turf is Common Bermuda

Grass, in varying degrees of cover. The baseball fields are a hybrid

Bermuda Grass such as "Tifway." However, there are numerous areas with

bare ground including high traffic areas such as the motocross hill

area, the amphitheatre/bandshell area, and the hilly areas and edges

next to the lake.

Because the area is very urbanized, few natural wildlife species

exist. However, the large number of trees and the extensive turf areas

create a rich habitat for song birds and other more domesticated birds.

There is also plenty of water available for birds.



Table 2.	 An Analysis of Land Uses at Gene C. Reid Park Reveals an
Extensive Amount of Turf Area (Based on Aerial Photo
Interpretation 10/80)
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Item Area	 (Sq. Ft.) Acres %

Turf Areas 3,550,700 81.5 64.3

Roads and Parking 913,100 21.0 16.5

Zoo Facilities 524,500 12.0 9.5

Other Non-turf Areas 324,500 7.4 5.9

Lake 139,000 3.2 2.5

Structures 69,400 1.6 1.3

Totals 5,521,200 126.7 100.0

(City Park Operations) 776,800 17.8 -0-
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Human Influences

Reid Park provides many traditional recreational uses, in-

cluding: a zoo, lake, picnicking, playgrounds, horseshoes, rose garden,

softball, baseball, soccer, multi-use fields, amphitheatre, garden,

and bicycle motocross course. These recreational uses attract park

users city-wide. This contributes to the severe over-crowding. How-

ever, while there are areas that receive a lot of use, some areas are

not being used very much, such as the buffer areas (Fig. 13).

The site is in central Tucson. It is bounded by single-family

residential areas on the north, west, and part of the south. The south-

side also has some commercial development. Directly to the east is

Randolph Golf Course. Within the park area is also the Tucson Parks

and Recreation Department administration, maintenance operations, and

the city park's nursery.

The park is bound by major arterial streets on the west and

south and connector streets on the north and east. Noise and automobile

pollution has been reduced by berms and extensive vegetation along the

park's periphery. There is also an extensive circulation system within

the park. Approximately 16.5 percent of the parkland use is for roads

and parking (Table 2). Many of the main circulation routes were re-

cently bisected to reduce high traffic volume from "cruising." However,

severe overcrowding and a lack of parking remains a big problem, es-

pecially during the summer months.

This chapter has examined the three case study site areas by

inventorying the site conditions at each park. The inventory serves to
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help determine the potential applicability of new concepts and policy

recommendations. By inventorying the existing natural and man-made

features of the three sites, a site specific base of information has

been collected. The next chapter, the Case Study Assessments, uses

this base of information to determine the potential use of concepts

and policies to improve water efficiency in urban parks.



CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDY ASSESSMENTS

The purpose of the case study assessments is to develop a set

of planning/design concepts and policy recommendations. To accomplish

this task, three urban parks are assessed for water use efficiency.

The assessment outlines the existing and potential planning/design con-

cepts at each park site. Based on site specific data from the inven-

tories and concepts identified by interviews and a literature review,

potential concepts can be proposed. Existing and potential planning/

design concepts from each park site are then compiled into a final out-

line synthesis in Chapter 6.

The assessments also examine policy regarding water efficiency

in each urban park site. Policy compliance is assessed to state whether

existing concepts couvly with the intent of City of Tucson Resolution

#11581 dealing with water use efficiency in urban parks (City of

Tucson 1981). Areas of policy where additional clarification or em-

phasis is needed are identified and recommendations are proposed to

fill policy gaps. Policy recommendations are then compiled into a final

outline synthesis in Chapter 6.

The framework for the assessment consists of four elements.

These include:

(1) land use planning assessment;

(2) landform and soil assessment;

63
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(3) vegetative assessment;

(4)policy compliance and recommendation assessment.

The four elements overlap in some areas, since the impact of one concept

also impacts other areas as well.

As in most landscape architecture projects, such as urban parks,

compromises between the various elements of any given site are expected.

Creating an acceptable compromise between the human need for parks and

the need to use water more efficiently is an important element of this

assessment. Not all concepts are feasible or acceptable. This assess-

ment will identify those concepts and policies which are potentially

feasible and acceptable, given the time and money constraints of this

study. In some cases, further in-depth analysis is needed to test the

feasibility of implementing some of the proposed planning/design con-

cepts. Many concepts are already in use and need only be emphasized in

this paper.

Morris K. Udall Regional Park: 
Case Study One Assessment

Land Use Planning Assessment

An extensive planning effort was conducted by consultants to

identify appropriate land use allocations and park facilities for the

site (Fig. 14). Part of this effort was a habitat analysis by sub-

consultant Jon E. Rodiek (Fig. 15) which identified primary habitat

zones and rated habitat productivity. A water use potential analysis

was also performed which identified flood hazard areas and watersheds,

potential water harvesting areas, and water flow volumes (Fig. 16).
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Figure 14. Planning process at Udall Park.

Park planning process used by consultants for Udall Park
(Rogers and Gladwin 1981).
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HABITAT ANALYSIS
Primary Habitat Zones
Northeast Regional Park
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Figure 15. Habitat analysis, primary habitat zones, Udall Park.
Habitat analysis used as part of the site evaluation at
Udall Park by consultants (Rogers and Gladwin 1981).
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Figure 16. Potential water use analysis at Udall Park.

A potential water use analysis performed at Udall Park
identifies potential water harvest zones.
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From these planning analyses, park development zones were identified

(Fig. 17). Development could then be planned in areas of low productiv-

ity. Adverse impacts could then be significantly reduced. The signifi-

cance of these planning efforts is more than wildlife preservation and

the reduction of flood hazard. The significance to this study is that

highly productive existing vegetation and its associated landforms can

be utilized in their natural state for the most part, instead of having

to expend unnecessary water on new vegetation. Natural micro-climates

are taken advantage of which exhibit concentrations of moisture, humid-

ity, less wind, solar protection, and usually better soil conditions.

These natural micro-climates or micro-environments, as used in this

paper, are maximized, creating a natural desert park concept. The ex-

isting conditions prior to park development will determine if this

concept can be used.

The amount of land use requiring water has also been scruti-

nized. High water use areas have been kept to a minimum at Udall Park.

The natural landscape accounts for approximately 73.3 percent of the

park land use. Turf area, a high water use, has been kept to approxi-

mately 18.3 percent. This shift to lesser amounts of turf area is

responsible for a significant savings in water use.

The change from large turf areas to less turf with more

natural landscape is a positive response to the water problem. There

are more benefits, however, than just saving water. Previous park land

uses and designs were criticized for being flat, monotonous, too homo-

genous and without variety. "The natural desert can be an environment
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that will isolate you more from the pressure of a city like Tucson,"

according to the Tucson Community Development/Design Center, "than an

elaborately irrigated green park" (Tucson Community Development/Design

Center 1974, p. 6). The reduction in the amount of land use devoted to

turf and the maximization of native landscape is, perhaps, the primary

land use concept to efficiently use park water allocations.

The choice of the site is also important to water efficiency

and will become even more important in the future. The choice of the

Udall Park site is good for many reasons. First, the site has good

aquifer recharge capability in the southwest corner so this area can be

preserved by the park. As the city develops, recharge areas must be

preserved because these areas are the sole means to replenish shrinking

groundwater reserves. Second, the park is adjacent to alternate water

sources. Some urban runoff is available along the eastern side of the

site. There are also many small ephemeral washes which could be har-

vested. The site is also close to the Pantano Wash. Potentially, the

park could utilize treated sewage effluent, if and when a distribution

system is developed. The Tucson Parks and Recreation Department has

proposed a pipeline up the Rillito River and Pantano Wash from the

Roger Road Wastewater Treatment Plant. The pipeline's costs are also

cost effective (Ronstadt and Alley 1982).

A summary of land use planning concepts identified in this

assessment of Udall Park includes:

(1) the maximization of natural landscapes which have higher

habitat productivity to reduce the need for unnecessary
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cultivation of vegetation;

(2) the minimization of high water use areas such as turf grass;

(3) the selection of a site which has alternate water sources

available for park use nearby or on the site;

(4) the use of a habitat analysis and a water use potential

analysis to help develop land use planning decisions which

increase water use efficiency.

Landform and Soil Assessment

The use of the natural landform, or the way it is modified, can

influence water efficiency. An analysis of the landform at a large

scale can identify, for example, potential water harvesting areas. Due

to the large area of the park and a limited planning and design budget,

an in-depth analysis at the masterplan scale (1 inch equals 200 feet)

could not be effectively done. As an alternative to an in-depth analy-

sis, the site was analyzed by the consultants from aerial photography

and a topographic map. Areas of natural moisture concentration were

identified from concentrations of vegetation occurring along ephemeral

washes. Field checks were also made. This resulted in a habitat analy-

sis and a classification/productivity ranking (Fig. 18). Landform and

vegetation characteristics could then be mapped and used in developing

park facilities which would avoid sensitive and/or productive habitat.

These habitats could then be used in the park design and would not re-

quire additional irrigation.
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Figure 18. Primary habitat associations at Udall Park.

Primary habitat vegetation-landform associations were
identified as areas having the highest productivity which
were preserved or conserved wherever possible at Udall
Park (Rogers and Gladwin 1981).
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A water use potential analysis was also performed. The purpose

was:

(1) to identify the different watersheds on the site;

(2) to identify potential water harvesting areas;

(3) to identify flood hazard areas;

(4) to calculate flow volumes.

One area of Udall Park, identified as having the most flow volume, was

designated as a future water harvesting interpretive area.

The water harvesting areas have the best potential for enhance-

ment of the site with minimal expenditures of pumped irrigation water.

Bosques or tree massings of drought-resistant shade trees are planned in

future phases. In the bosque areas, introduced shade trees can utilize

the natural sheet flow, moisture from the ephemeral washes, and in-

creased humidity from these micro-environment areas. The shade trees

can also be augmented with drip irrigation until established. Due to

the increased canopy cover in these areas, drip irrigation should work

very efficiently since evaporation losses are minimized. Wildlife cover

will also be improved. The interplanting of shade trees will also pro-

vide picnic areas for park users which are located in the coolest areas

having the greatest concentrations of moisture.

Development within these micro-environments is limited since

they are designated as preservation or conservation zones. The ephem-

eral washes are designated as preservation zones which allow only trail

access and picnic facilities, but no development. Habitat buffer areas

and ridge and valley habitat are designated as conservation zones which
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allow limited use but no major development of facilities. However,

trail access, interpretive stations, and picnic facilities are allowed

(Fig. 17, P. 69).

At the masterplan scale, assessment is difficult. Micro-

catchments, for example, are difficult to identify and assess. However,

with data from the site inventory, some concepts appear to be applicable

to the site conditions.

Supplemental runoff water to replace or augment drip irrigation

seems possible. Further analysis of the site would need to be per-

formed. It seems probable, however, that precipitation runoff could be

utilized on-site by collecting or harvesting runoff from impervious

surfaces. These areas would include:

(1) asphalt or concrete roads and parking areas;

(2) building rooftops;

(3) concrete walks or paths;

(4) tennis/racquetball courts.

This concept could especially benefit street trees which could take

advantage of sheetf low from adjacent asphalt surfaces. The runoff could

be retained in tree basins, furrows, or in storage areas such as french

drains or dry wells.

Water could also be harvested from natural sheet flow on the

soil surface. Because of the relatively impervious soil and gentle

slope over much of the site, water spreading appears to be workable

(Fig. 19). A ponding system with check dams could be constructed in a

relatively small scale on the flatter plateau areas where the soil is
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fairly impervious. Another spreading technique is a flooding system

(Fig. 19). The flooding system operates best in areas with more porous

soil. Areas on the site where this has potential are the buffer areas

adjacent to the numerous ephemeral washes. This concept could be uti-

lized to naturally irrigate shade trees during the wet seasons.

Within the smaller ephemeral washes, small check dams could

fully or temporarily retain storm runoff and act as retention ponds to

supply moisture to adjacent vegetation (Fig. 20). The runoff water

could be allowed to percolate into the rootzone and/or be slowly re-

leased back into porous, larger drainageways for aquifer recharge and

use by riparian vegetation and wildlife.

Large wash areas, like the one in the southwest corner, should

be left alone in order to recharge the aquifer. In addition, there is

usually excessive flood hazard which would destroy structures within

this major wash channel. But in smaller washes or in low ponding areas

where recharge is minimal, the use of water harvesting concepts in an

urban parkland setting appears beneficial. These concepts can be a

low-cost source of irrigation water.

However, because rainfall is not dependable, these techniques

are meant to be supplementary. Dry periods typically last for two

months or more. Drip irrigation would probably still serve as the pri-

mary water source for vegetation critical to the design of the park.

In some cases, drip irrigation can be eliminated once the vegetation is

established and natural directed runoff can sufficiently supply enough

water for plant use. These concepts could also be used as topics at
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Figure 20. Water retention in small ephemeral washes.

Small check dams can retain storm water in smaller
ephemeral washes for use by vegetation.
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interpretive stations to educate the public on alternate sources of

irrigation water for plant use.

Precipitation can also be better utilized if maintained where it

falls. Techniques include pitting and basins. Pitting is where a hole

is dug around a plant which collects rainfall. A basin is similar, only

that a wide basin is created around the base of a plant which then col-

lects rainfall from a larger, wider area (Fig. 21).

The soil can also be modified to more efficiently capture and

retain moisture. Earth smoothing and soil compaction can increase the

efficiency of catchment areas but may not be applicable to a natural

desert park setting in an urban area. Vegetation would most likely be

removed, which would adversely affect the aesthetic qualities of the

site. Similarly, chemicals applied to areas which have undergone me-

chanical treatment may have similar adverse effects. Numerous chemical

treatments have been experimented with, including: silicon, paraffin,

sodium, and others. There are also structural treatments such as the

laying of concrete, plastic, sheetmetal, fiberglass and asphalt over

the soil. These areas typically must be fenced in to eliminate damage

from people and animals (Thames and Fisher 1981). Most of these tech-

niques do not appear applicable to the park setting due to visual prob-

lems and maintenance/cost problems. The use of the natural landform

with some minor modifications to the landform and the soil appear to be

more applicable to an urban park setting than major landform changes,

devegetation or structural solutions.



Figure 21. Planting basins to trap precipitation around plant.

Rainfall can be trapped around vegetation by creating wide
basins which can be lined with a rock mulch to reduce
evaporation.
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Lower costing, visually acceptable concepts are probably more

suitable for use in urban parks. Soil amendments can be added to the

planting mix which retain moisture in the rootzone and are inexpensive.

These can be organic and inorganic. The soil surface can also be scari-

fied or broken up in areas when immediate percolation is desired. This

results in faster percolation, reduced evaporation, and reduced runoff.

Small-scale contour trenching, furrowing, and water catchment (Figs. 22

and 23) are other inexpensive techniques to maintain water where it

falls for use by plants and for reduced erosion. These techniques have

particular use for hydroseeding, revegetation of bare or eroded areas,

and for the maintenance of larger shrubs or trees.

Many of these techniques or concepts require some periodic main-

tenance, such as repairing small check dams, adjusting runoff coverage,

and repairing vandalism damage. The bulk of the maintenance occurs just

after the installation of the landform concepts. Soil-related concepts

are virtually maintenance free, provided soil additives are not those

that require reapplication, such as silicon. Once these concepts are

adjusted to properly take advantage of natural precipitation, their

benefits can be seen. A thorough analysis of specific areas and perhaps

even simulation, will reduce the need later for major adjustments and

will reduce costs.

Vandalism of park facilities is a major problem today. This

results in thousands of dollars in repairs annually (Ronstadt and Alley

1982). Each concept should be analyzed for its susceptibility to van-

dalism. Concepts found to be susceptible should not be used or should
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Figure 22. Water catchment terraces.

Water catchments can take the shape of a terrace to collect
water in the low end for use by vegetation. The Zingg
bench terrace provides more stored water where it is needed
(Fervert 1966, p. 211).
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Profile of runoff-irrigated vegetation
with water catchment technique.

Figure 23. Runoff irrigation experiments in Israel.

Profile and plan view of runoff irrigated orchard experi-

ments in Israel at Gilat (Fogel 1975, p. 142).
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be used in low use areas. For this reason, expensive, large-scale con-

cepts such as fiberglass or sheetmetal catchments are applicable in

rangeland uses, but not in high use urban park situations. Those tech-

niques found to be suitable will probably be the more natural, disguised

techniques such as proposed in this section.

A summary of landform and soil-related concepts at Udall Park

includes:

(1) habitat analysis which identifies micro-environments;

(2)water use potential analysis which identifies water har-

vesting areas and flow volumes;

(3) the siting of picnic areas in natural or enhanced micro-

environments;

(4) retention of natural site characteristics to provide low-

cost water harvesting areas;

(5) use of impervious surfaces as catchments;

(6) use of water spreading concepts;

(7) use of small check dams to retain ephemeral runoff in small

washes;

(8) use of large washes for aquifer recharge;

(9) maintenance of precipitation where it falls through pitting,

basins, contour trenching, furrowing, scarification, and

catchment techniques;

(10) use of soil amendments to keep soil moisture in the root-

zone.
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Vegetative Assessment

The use of existing native vegetation and introduced drought-

resistant vegetation has received much attention in both the planning

efforts and the resulting design or masterplan. Park planning goals

relating to vegetation were stated early in the planning process and

guided the preparation of the masterplan. Stated goals include:

(1) the preservation and enhancement of native vegetation and

wildlife habitat;

(2) retention of the natural character of the site, particularly

in areas adjacent to residential areas;

(3) responding to Tucson's hot arid climate with water-

efficient vegetation.

The planning process included a site analysis of the existing

native vegetation and its productivity as wildlife habitat. Five habi-

tat types were developed, ranging from low to very high productivity

(Fig. 18, p. 72). The higher productive areas were zoned for preserva-

tion or conservation. From the habitat analysis, it was determined

where the least impact on the site would occur from development. The

cholla-burroweed plateau areas, the least productive, were zoned for

development. The habitat analysis, then, is a mechanism for better

decision making in urban parks which can identify micro-environments

which have potential for vegetative enhancement without extensive culti-

vation which consumes water.

The importance of the habitat analysis for water efficiency is

that it identifies, from aerial photography and ground verification,
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areas which require less moisture for vegetation maintenance. These

areas are also productive for wildlife, provide areas for trails, and

provide canopy cover for picnicking. These areas can also be used as

buffer zones between uses and activities on and off the site. Almost

three-fourths of the site is retained as natural vegetation which is

categorized at various productivity levels.

Using the existing native vegetation and then introducing

drought-resistant vegetation is critical to water use efficiency

(Fig. 24). Drought-resistant vegetation, which is low water using, uses

up to one-fifth the water compared to high water requiring vegetation

(Halderman 1978, p. 12). The predominant tree used in Phase I is

Chilean Mesquite. Chilean Mesquite is a low water use tree and provides

extensive shade once mature. The exception is Modesto Ash, which is a

medium water use tree but an excellent shade tree. It is, however, used

sparingly.

Enhancement of the native vegetation is a concept used at Udall

Park. The design works with the existing vegetation instead of intro-

ducing all new non-native vegetation as has been done in the past.

Drought-resistant shade trees are interplanted among existing shrubs and

grasses. These trees are clustered in large numbers and create a bosque

effect. Shade is provided which enhances the micro-environment of the

area. Evapotranspiration, the primary means of water loss, is reduced

from lower strata vegetation and from ground moisture. The basque ef-

fect also serves as a wind barrier which reduces evapotranspiration due

to the drying effect of hot desert winds. Most of the bosque areas
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planned are in natural water harvesting areas so will need less drip

irrigation. However, in other areas drip irrigation is the only avail-

able source of moisture.

Large turf areas have often been associated with urban parks.

But because of the need to conserve water, less turf area is now desired

to increase water efficiency. The use of turf at Udall Park has been

limited to approximately 18.3 percent of the site. These areas are

limited to baseball fields and multi-use fields for soccer, football,

and softball. There are also small turf areas which can accommodate

volleyball, frisbee, and non-structured activities. A hybrid bermuda

grass, "Tifway," is used which is relatively water efficient compared to

other grasses suitable to high use in urban parks (Table 3).

The consultants have responded to the need for turf and the

need to efficiently use water by limiting turf areas and utilizing ef-

ficient irrigation technology. New sprinkler irrigation equipment is

designed to water more efficiently and accurately by reducing misting,

eliminating flow-by, efficient controlling and uniform application with

little water waste (Rain Bird Corp. 1982). Spray heads, bubblers,

valves, and electronic controllers are now more efficient than previous

technology. In the future, subterranean drip irrigation will also be

used for turf irrigation as it is perfected to eliminate maintenance

problems. Moisture sensing devices, such as "irrometers," can also be

tied into controllers to reduce water waste by irrigating only when the

soil moisture level drops to a predetermined point.
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Table 3. Land Use Analysis of Morris K. Udall Regional Park Based
on Proposed Masterplan

Morris K. Udall Regional Park
(Excludes T.M.S.O. Area)

Item Area	 (Sq. Ft.) Acres

Natural Area & Drainageways 4,492,400 103.1 73.3

Turf Areas 1,122,200 25.8 18.3

Roads and Parking 380,200 8.7 6.2

Structures 137,600 3.2 2.2

Totals 6,132,400 140.8 100.0

(T.M.S.O. Area) 1,032,000 23.7 -0-
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The Tucson Parks and Recreation Department has also been im-

proving turf maintenance programs. Watering schedules have been coordi-

nated to reduce evaporation (Ronstadt and Alley 1982). Research has

also concluded that turf needs less watering than previously thought.

Turf can use more water than it needs and it can be managed to need more

than it should. Close mowing (two inches) and a low nitrogen program

can also save water. Normal water use by Bermuda Grass under peak de-

mands in Tucson ranges between .25 inches per day and .38 inches per

day. Use at other seasons would be less (Kneebone 1982, p. 6). There-

fore, by watering at minimal levels, water is more efficiently used

and associated problems with overwatering are significantly reduced.

Park supervisors have realized that watering each day, as was previously

done, is not necessary. Educating park employees on water efficiency is

continuing, but more needs to be done in this area (Ronstadt and Alley

1982).

Udall Park exhibits what Miller calls "zones of plant suitabil-

ity." This concept recognizes the fact that plants can more efficiently

use water if grouped according to their water needs and the particular

characteristics of the site. The turf area becomes an oasis (Fig. 25).

Extending outward from higher use areas are zones of increasing aridity.

Plant selection and density respond to increasing aridity as natural

plant selection would occur. Massing of shade trees is found adjacent

to or within turf areas. These then taper off to existing vegetation.

The result is that less water is required as one goes outward from the

turf area. Water can be more efficiently utilized in smaller oasis
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Figure 25. Zones of plant suitability.

Water can be more efficiently used when zones of plant

suitability are used (Miller 1978).
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areas as compared to conventional methods of expansive areas of turf

(Miller 1978, p. 50).

In areas where revegetation is necessary due to erosion or con-

struction impacts, hydroseeding with native seed mixes is an efficient

and inexpensive method of revegetation. Drought-resistant plant species

are used which genetically use water efficiently and can be left alone,

once established with sprinkler irrigation, without further irrigation.

Large areas can be revegetated or enhanced with minimal amounts of

water. Precautions must be taken, however, to see that hydroseeded

areas are not disturbed and are sufficiently irrigated until estab-

lished. Some areas were hydroseeded with native seed (Fig. 24, p. 86)

at Udall Park in areas needing further buffering.

A good reason for a water efficient urban park landscape is not

only for the water efficiently used on the site, but for the educational

example it sets. The vegetation used at a park should be an example of

an appropriate plant selection for water efficiency. The natural vege-

tation on the site can also be an example. At Udall Park, an extensive

trail system and interpretive program is planned (Fig. 26). The natural

ecology of the site will be demonstrated to the public at interpretive

stations throughout the park. The response will be that, hopefully, the

public will gain a more responsible ethic towards water efficiency in

the arid landscape. Additional techniques along these lines are to

indicate appropriate plants with signage. The signs should list the

name of the plant, its water use, and its use in the landscape design.
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This would promote the use of drought-resistant vegetation at the resi-

dential and commercial levels as well.

A summary of vegetative concepts used at Udall Park includes:

(1) the utilization of existing native vegetation, identified

and categorized by a habitat analysis as being highly

productive;

(2) the use of a habitat analysis to identify vegetative micro-

environments which can be utilized;

(3) the introduction of drought-resistant native and non-native

vegetation;

(4) the enhancement of native vegetation by the interplanting

of drought-resistant shade trees for a bosque effect;

(5) the use of shade trees to develop canopy coverage to shade

lower strata vegetation from the sun;

(6) the use of tree massing to create windrows to reduce

evaporation from hot desert winds;

(7) the establishment of vegetative planning goals relating to

water use efficiency;

(8) the reduction of turf area;

(9) the use of efficient turf species;

(10) the use of efficient sprinkler technology on turf;

(11) the use of efficient subterranean drip irrigation on trees

and shrubs;

(12) the proper maintenance of turf by reduced water and ferti-

lizer applications and lower mowing;
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(13) the use of the concept of "zones of plant suitability;"

(14) the use of hydroseeding with native seed mixes to revegetate

large areas of disturbed vegetation;

(15) the education of the public by interpretive programs on

proper vegetation use and ecology.

Policy Compliance and
Recommendation Assessment

Planning/design concepts relating to water use efficiency at

Udall Park are in compliance with the intent of Resolution #11581,

Parks, Recreation and Open Space (City of Tucson 1981). However, there

are gaps in city policy where there needs to be a mandate for the imple-

mentation of the concepts identified in this paper. Some of these

policy gaps are discussed at the end of Chapter 3. Additional policies

or policy clarification or emphasis are included in this section re-

lating to Udall Park.

Park Site Acquisition. With the inevitable growth of the Tucson

area, land acquZsition for urban park use is important. Acquisition

should begin immediately before all chances for future park sites van-

ish. Acquisition should be based on the recreational needs of an area,

as identified in the Briscoe survey. It is also based on available city

capital. But also important, and which is not discussed in city policy,

is that park sites should have accessibility to alternate sources of

water and should serve as aquifer recharge sites. This should become a

criterion for site selection. Alternate sources could include treated

sewage effluent, urban and desert runoff, and industrial cooling water.
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The Udall Park site is good in this regard because it has access to

alternate water sources.

Another criterion for acquisition should be that the site has

unique natural vegetation and landform that lend themselves to water

harvesting concepts. Criteria such as these will allow for the imple-

mentation of the concepts identified herein.

Park Planning. A site analysis, one of the first steps in the

planning process, should be expanded to include a habitat analysis and

a water use potential analysis. Policy should require these two analy-

ses because they allow for better analyses and decision making regarding

water efficiency. With policy encouraging these two approaches, micro-

environments and water harvesting areas could be identified and then

utilized to increase water efficiency by using the site's natural condi-

tions. Recharge washes could be preserved while smaller washes could be

used as harvesting areas as identified by the analyses.

To assure that water is used efficiently, it should be stated as

a planning goal. Not enough has been done to elevate water efficiency

as an important planning goal. The use of runoff, for example, has

received almost no attention by park planners. Policy is needed to

assure that all opportunities are not overlooked.

Park Design. There are many references to water efficiency in

park design policy. However, most are indirect references and are often

vague. Policy should state that the design of parks must consider water

efficiency as a primary concern. High water use areas, such as turf,
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should be minimized. Alternatively, low water use areas, such as native

vegetation, should be maximized.

The design of the park should utilize all man-made and natural

runoff conditions to increase water efficiency. These would include the

use of impervious surfaces such as catchments, use of the natural site

conditions for water spreading, and the retention of storm runoff from

ephemeral washes. Precipitation can also be maintained where it falls

by such methods as pitting, basins, contour trenching, furrowing,

scarification, and soil amendments.

Design should utilize drought-resistant vegetation to increase

water efficiency wherever possible. This is already stated policy.

However, its specific use is not stated. Policy should direct the use

of drought-resistant vegetation to educate the public on appropriate

vegetation to use at home or work. It should also be specifically used

to enhance a site such as the interplanting with drought-resistant shade

trees as a bosque. This would create a cooler micro-environment which

would reduce water loss. Native seed should only be used for revegeta-

tion so that irrigation could be removed once established. The place-

ment of vegetation should also follow rules of efficiency. Policy

should direct the use of "zones of plant suitability" which increases

the efficiency of the design for water use.

Turf is a high water user, but there is a range of efficiency

depending on the species. Policy should dictate that turf species be

the most efficient variety depending on the use. The use should also
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be limited to specific activities defined by the recreational needs of

the area and not for design reasons alone.

Administration. Turf should be maintained in the most efficient

manner. The maintenance of trees and shrubs is also important. How-

ever, no policy mandates the most efficient maintenance of turf or trees

in regard to water use. Proper mowing heights, fertilizing, and water-

ing schedules can significantly reduce water waste.

Intergovernmental Cooperation. Cooperation between various

governmental agencies will be needed for the utilization of alternate

sources of water. Agreements must be worked out between the City Parks

Department and the county sewer and county flood control agencies for

the use of treated sewage effluent or urban runoff. As limited ground-

water supplies become reallocated for purposes such as drinking water,

alternate water sources will become increasingly important for purposes

such as turf irrigation. There should be policy which encourages agency

cooperation so that alternate sources can be utilized. Current city

policy on intergovernmental cooperation relates to the joint use of

public school facilities only. This is also necessary, but further

cooperation is needed in other areas as well.

Santa Cruz Riverpark: 
Case Study Two Assessment 

Land Use Planning Assessment

A conceptual masterplan for the proposed thirteen mile length

of the Santa Cruz Riverpark was completed in 1976. One of the stated

purposes of the park was that it be a part of any comprehensive water
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management program. The park would be integrated with the physical

character of the nearby ephemeral watercourse, thereby creating an

atmosphere not found in the usual man-made park (Greene 1975, p. 1).

The water needs of the park were to be satisfied from sources such as

desert and urban runoff, industrial cooling water, and treated sewage

effluent. It is rare that so many alternate sources of water exist near

the site. However, today, all irrigation is still supplied by conven-

tional means such as drip irrigation.

Because of the limited funding, only two phases of the park have

been completed. It is doubtful that the entire length will ever be com-

pleted as planned. But an assessment of the land use planning is still

valuable. The design goal of a linear greenbelt of open space is still

valid. The park will preserve the site's character and beauty while

accommodating recreational uses.

Design goals affecting land use planning were established, in-

cluding the minimization of site disturbance, to provide linkage with

Phase I, to establish a park identity, and to accommodate the goals of

the client. The efficient use of water was not an expressed planning

goal in Phase II as it was in the conceptual masterplan by Greene. How-

ever, there is evidence of effective use of water by land use allo-

cation.

The amount of water currently consumed in Phase II is quite low.

This is accomplished by the fact that approximately 95 percent of the

park is native vegetation. There is some introduced vegetation, but

very little. A future turf area will increase water consumption but the
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turf area will be limited to about three acres (Table 4). Turf will

only be provided for a multi-use field. Volleyball areas have been

designed with sand. There are many activities in the natural vegetation

areas. These areas include disc golf (frisbee course), hiking, jogging,

horseback riding, and walking. There is also no demand placed on the

water supply from the site's main feature, the bicycle path.

The choice of the site, in the long run, is probably the most

important feature of this site in regard to water efficiency. First,

the park encompasses the riverbottom, the most important recharge area

in the Tucson valley. It is appropriate that urban development stay

away from the riverbottom so as not to further contaminate the water

supply and because it is a flood hazard. That leaves this area or land

use appropriate for recreation use.

The site is also good because it can generally take advantage

of alternate sources of water. For example, turf areas can potentially

be irrigated by urban storm runoff which could be diverted and spread

over turf areas to irrigate the turf and, at the same time, filter out

contaminants in the water. The water could then be collected after

filtration through the soil and grass layers and be reused (Greene 1977,

pp. 5-7). Treated sewage effluent and industrial cooling water can

be used in the same manner. In the central portion of the park, where

Phase II is, "storm runoff can be stored and diverted when required to

maintain golf courses, parks, and greenbelts" (Resnick and Sebenik 1976,

summary). To maintain these areas during months of inadequate storm

runoff, treated sewage effluent could be piped to this area as well.
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Table 4. Land Use Analysis of Phase II of the Santa Cruz River Based
on the Masterplan by Zukowski ASLA

Santa Cruz Riverpark--Phase II 
(Excludes Santa Cruz River Bottom Area)

Natural Area With Pathways 3,008,800 69.1 90.4

Disc Golf Area 155,700 3.6 4.7

Future Turf Area 122,500 2.8 3.7

Roads and Parking 23,500 0.5 0.7

Structures 17,500 0.4 0.5

Totals 3,328,000 76.4 100.0

(River Bottom Area) 1,198,000 27.5 -0-
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Development of the park provides a very unique opportunity to

demonstrate efficient, yet low cost, water treatment, conservation and

utilization of water in an arid or semi-arid region. The problem is

that the use of these alternate sources of water on parkland is gener-

ally cost prohibitive. It is generally less expensive to dump treated

sewage effluent, for example, into the rivercourse than to reuse it

for irrigation of parks or golf courses. Three golf courses in Pima

County use treated sewage effluent, which is a good beginning. But

more will have to be used, if not all, to reduce the expected recharge

deficit by the year 2025. The Santa Cruz Riverpark should, in the

future, take advantage of the many alternate sources of irrigation water

nearby.

Another alternative is to pump treated sewage effluent up the

river in a pipeline and release it down the rivercourse. By retaining

a stream flow within the park, infiltration would range between 80 and

480 acre-feet per mile. Cooling water could also be released from the

Tucson Electric Power Company plant at Grant Road to augment treated

sewage effluent. A year-round stream would be provided. Most of the

water would be recharged, although there would be some evaporation.

There would be a lot of recreational and visual value to the stream.

The park currently lacks enough drawing power to bring people to the

area. This proposal would greatly enhance the park. The release of

the water, however, becomes a question of use or waste. Greene feels

that, in balance, the stream concept is "not only desirable, but es-

sential." It would be insignificant (30 feet times four miles long
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equals 14.5 acres) to the 200-plus acres of swinning pools in Tucson

(Greene 1977, p. 8). However, the waste could be allocated to other

uses, such as industrial use, which may prove to be more beneficial

to the overall water strategy.

A sumnary of land use planning concepts at the Santa Cruz River-

park includes:

(1) the maximization of the natural landscape for use in

various activities;

(2) the minimization of high water use areas;

(3) the selection of the site as a potential user of alternate

water sources;

(4) the use of the site for aquifer recharge by natural storm

water and by the potential establishment of year-round

stream flow from treated effluent and industrial cooling

water.

Landform and Soil Assessment

An analysis of landform suitable for development, by the con-

sultants, stated that park facilities occur in the terraced areas above

the watercourse. This was the only area suitable because the river-

bottom and the adjacent slopes presented a high flood hazard to park

development. Most of the park, in fact, is within the 100-year flood-

plain (Fig. 27). The primary effort was to avoid water rather than to

take advantage of it. This was an understandable decision in order to

protect the park from periodic flooding of the rivercourse.
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This same emphasis appears to he the case as to surface runoff

as well. There was no apparent effort to take advantage of the landform

and natural surface runoff. An examination of the site reveals that

there was a very conscious landform manipulation to quickly remove sur-

face runoff. This was true of even very minor drainageways. There was

also no analysis done of potential water harvesting areas. This was

probably due to limited planning funds and the relatively small size of

the site.

There are many small clusters of Native Mesquite on the site.

The potential was there to augment the Mesquite's water supply by modi-

fying the already disturbed landform. Runoff could be redirected to

irrigate both existing and introduced vegetation. Instead, existing

trees were left alone or sometimes drip irrigation was supplied to en-

hance growth. A potential use of on-site water was apparently ignored.

The general landform was left undisturbed. The major modifi-

cations are the access road from Riverview Boulevard, parking lots,

the ramada area, the asphalt bicycle path, and the future turf multi-use

field (Fig. 28). Of these facilities, impervious surfaces such as the

road, parking lots, the bicycle path, and ramada areas act as catchments

and have caused some runoff. This runoff is quickly directed into near-

by swales which drain into the riverbottom. While the runoff is best

recharged in the watercourse, perhaps better use of the runoff could be

realized if it were harvested for plant use on the terraces (Figs. 29

and 30). This water would still be recharged somewhat in the sandy loam

of the terraces and vegetation could then be enhanced and maintained.
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Figure 29. Surface runoff collection for use by vegetation.

Surface runoff should be collected from parking lots, walk-

ways, and building tops for use by adjacent vegetation.
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Figure 30. Rangeland techniques to collect surface runoff.

Precipitation and surface runoff should be collected from

impervious surfaces. Here, runoff is stored in a plastic

butyl bag for use later where the water cannot evaporate.
This technique has been used to supply stock water in

rangelands and could be adapted for use un urban parks

(based on Medina 1976, p. 66).
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There are several natural and man-made swales running through

the terraces traversing toward the river's edge. However, vegetation

was planted away from these areas, so they will not receive too much

benefit from the runoff. Better analysis of the potential for micro-

catchment areas and ephemeral washes, such as those developed in Israel

(Fig. 31), would probably have identified alternatives to conventional

drip irrigation or sprinkler irrigation as the only source of water for

plant use.

Urban runoff detention and diversion can be used to supply irri-

gation water for turf and trees and also supply water for water bodies

for recreational use and recharge. Collapsible dams have been used

across the country to retain or divert storm water. Placed across a

drainageway, a dam would divert normal flows to a holding pond, to be

filtered over grass and re-used. In the event of a major flood surge,

the collapsible dam permits it to pass through without interruption.

"It is estimated that 15,000 acre-feet of water could be recovered each

year in this fashion (enough to irrigate ten golf courses)" (Greene

1977, p. 8). Permanent diversion with flood gates could also be used in

smaller drainageways. A concept like this was developed by Johnson

(Fig. 32).

The relatively flat terraces with moderate soil permeability

have a potential for flooding systems on a small scale (Fig. 19, p. 76).

Storm runoff could be utilized to enhance and maintain vegetation, par-

ticulaily at nodal points in the park design.
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After alteration the edges
are cut and deposited at
the bottom of the channel
and the channel is re-
vegetated. No irrigation
is necessary to sustain
the new vegetation. Erosion
is stopped and a micro-
environment is created.

Figure 31. Landform alterations in Israel to create micro-environments

and to reduce erosion.

Alteration to drainageways as shown here can create micro-

environments and reduce or eliminate erosion as done in
Israel (Aaronson 1982).
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-overflow or
slow release
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Figure 32. Use of diverted storm water for irrigation and to create

water bodies.

Storm water can be diverted from smaller drainageways into

turf areas for irrigation uses and into water bodies for

recreational uses. Dams and flood gates control water move-

ment (based on Johnson 1973, p. 70).
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Drip irrigation would probably remain the year-round water

source to trees and vegetation that are very important to the park's

design. Subterranean drip irrigation (Fig. 33) is a newer type of drip

irrigation which releases water at a slow rate below the surface of

the ground in the rootzone. This is a very efficient way to irrigate

since no water is evaporated from the surface as is usual in more typi-

cal drip systems. New drip systems, such as the subterranean type, are

more clog-free than previous emitters. However, drip systems are not

maintenance-free and many parks departments still will not use drip

irrigation (Appendix A). The drip or trickle system, though, is the

most efficient way to irrigate most vegetation in the arid and semi-arid

southwest.

Reliance upon drip irrigation, though, is not water efficient

since other "free" sources are often ignored. Tree wells or watering

basins should always be used to hold water around the base of the tree

or shrub. The landform concepts discussed in this section will not

usually replace the need for drip irrigation during dry periods. They

can, however, be used to augment drip or sprinkler irrigation during the

wet seasons.

A summary of landform and soil-related concepts at the Santa

Cruz Riverpark includes:

(1) the use of major rivercourses for aquifer recharge;

(2) the use of surface runoff to enhance the growth of native

trees by modifying the landform to redirect water to the

vegetation;
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Figure 33. Profile of subterranean drip irrigation.

Subterranean drip irrigation provides water at a slow rate
directly to the rootzone and is very water efficient in the
arid southwest.
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(3) the use of impervious surfaces to act as catchments for

precipitation which is then directed to vegetation;

(4) the use of small ephemeral washes and micro-catchments as

sources of water for plant use;

(5) the use of small-scale flooding systems to supply water to

vegetation on the terraces;

(6) the use of collapsible dams, diversion dams, and flood gates

to divert and hold storm water from smaller drainageways for

irrigation and other uses;

(7) the use of drip or trickle irrigation as a primary source

of water during dry periods with other techniques to augment

during wet periods.

Vegetative Assessment

Unlike Udall Park, the vegetation at the Santa Cruz Riverpark is

disturbed. There has been much human impact, specifically, the dumping

of debris to stabilize the banks of the Santa Cruz River. Therefore,

the opportunities for the incorporation of the existing native and non-

native vegetation are fewer. However, the site does have some beauty,

aside from piles of debris and other visual and man-made impacts. The

use of drought-resistant vegetation has the potential to solve some of

the site's problems. These include wind and dust pollution, noise pol-

lution, and visual blight.

The site does have some positive aspects. Small clusters of

Native Mesquite on the terraces give it character. There are also many
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native shrubs and small trees, annuals and grasses. There is a large

windrow of Tamarix aphylla as well.

Acknowledging the positive elements of the site, but somewhat

ignoring the poorer qualities, the design goal of the park was to create

a linear greenbelt of open space along the river's length. The green-

belt preserves the general character of the site while accommodating

recreational uses.

To achieve this purpose, vegetation used in the design supple-

ments and works with existing site elements. Since the intent was to

develop a desert park, only native trees and shrubs were used to supple-

ment or enhance existing vegetation (Table 5). Every effort was made to

protect and use all existing vegetation from the very beginning of the

planning process. However, there was no habitat analysis done. The

configuration of the park, though, meant that the primary node could

only be developed in one area. But due to the degraded state of the

site, an analysis would have limited value. An inventory of existing

vegetation and one-day sightings of wildlife by the consultants did not

uncover any very unique habitat areas.

An assessment of Phases I and II, done in order to provide a

more complete vegetative assessment, shows that there are two types of

plant categories used in the park design: drought-resistant desert

species and non-drought-resistant riparian species. There is a design

intent to re-create a river edge effect with a few riparian species.

Very few riparian species exist due to severe human impact and drawdown

of the water table. Arizona Cottonwood is used as a shade tree in
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Table 5. Vegetative Use In Design: Santa Cruz
Riverpark, Phases I & II, Tucson

Common
	 Botanical
	

Water Required

Mexican Palo Verde*
Native Mesquite*
Chilean Mesquite*
Netleaf Hackberry*
Desert Willow
Arizona Cottonwood
Tiny-capsule Eucalyptus
Catclaw Vine
Desert Broom (seed)
Fountain Grass (seed)
Native Yucca (seed)
Lehmann's Love Grass (seed)

Parkinsonia aculeata
Prosopis velutina
Prosopis chilensis
Celtis reticulata
Chilopsis linearis
Prosopis fremontii
Eucalyptus microtheca
Doxantha ungus 'cati'
Bacharis sarathroides
Pennisetum setaceum
Yucca schottii
Fxagrostis lehmaniana

low
low
low
medium
medium
medium-high
low
medium
low
low
low
low

*Predominant trees used in the design.

Comments 

1. Seeded vegetation is used as a natural groundcover and for erosion
control along the river's edge.

2. No turf currently exists, but is planned later for use as a softball
field.

3. Existing native vegetation is preserved and/or enhanced.

Phase I (1977): Guy S. Greene & Associates, Tucson.
Phase II (1979): Larry Zukowski ASLA, Tucson.
Water requirements based on Halderman (1977).
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picnic areas and as an indicator tree near the major streets. The use

of high to medium water use trees such as this also helps to re-create

the historical landscape once found along the Santa Cruz River. Its use

in this instance does have merit, particularly since few of these trees

are used to create a riparian effect and since water efficiency is

gained in other ways. Netleaf Hackberry is used similarly in Phase I.

With these exceptions, drought-resistant native vegetation is

used throughout (Table 5). Mexican Palo Verde, Native Mesquite and

Chilean Mesquite are the predominantly used trees. Subterranean drip

irrigation is used to establish and maintain new plantings. Drip irri-

gation is also extended to some selected existing vegetation to enhance

their growth. This is an efficient way to enhance vegetation with very

little water.

In Phase I, the river edge was hydroseeded with Desert Broom,

Fountain Grass, and Native Yucca (Table 5). The intent was to stabilize

the river's edge by a low-cost, water efficient method. While the in-

tent was laudable, there was a lack of germination of the hydro seeded

areas, and establishment was very poor. The same method could have been

used in Phase II, but was not. If correctly applied and maintained,

this technique can revegetate or stabilize an area for a low-cost, water

efficient solution. The result can also be visually pleasing, as com-

pared to a rock and wire gabion or riprap. Lehmann's Love Grass was

also applied in Phase I to enhance the ground cover and reduce erosion.

Visual quality is also improved, which helps restore the site to a more
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natural state. This again was not done in Phase II, but can be accom-

plished if properly applied and maintained.

Currently, there are no turf areas. However, approximately

three acres are planned during Phase II (Table 4, p. 100). The turf

area is limited to a multi-use field which only accounts for about 3.7

percent of Phase II. The variety of turf will probably be a Hybrid

Bermuda Grass such as "Tifway." The addition of turf does not reduce

the significance of the park as a desert park. It will, in fact, in-

crease the use of the park, which currently is low. Considering the

very low percentage of turf, its use is not a waste of water but is

very efficient.

The park design utilizes a nodal concept that groups park de-

velopment into activity areas (Fig .. 34). Plantings are massed in these

areas while the majority of the site is left in its original condition.

This concept reduces the amount of water consumption by efficiently

concentrating water use in small areas (Fig. 25, p. 90). The concept,

which works well with the linear concept of the park, creates a sequence

of activity areas that act like oases. Drip irrigation is used at nodal

points.

Few vegetative techniques were employed which could help alle-

viate some of the problems of the park. The problems are serious

enough to reduce park usership and potentially keep the entire length of

the park from being developed. Their solution can be facilitated with

water efficient vegetative concepts.
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Perhaps the most severe problem is noise. Noise pollution

levels are quite high, coming from automobile traffic on the freeway and

arterial streets. The I-10 freeway could be buffered by a windrow or

shelterbelt such as found already on the site. Tamarix aphylla could be

used to be consistent. It is a good choice because it is very drought

resistant and is tall and narrow. Runoff from the embankment of I-10

could be directed to the tall windrow to augment drip irrigation. Over

a period of years, an inexpensive buffer would be created which could

eventually be taken off drip irrigation. Noise levels would be reduced

along the park, creating a better park environment. The view would

also be improved from both the freeway and the park below.

Similarly, tree massings at the park ends at Grand Road and

Speedway Boulevard would also help filter out street noise. The tree

massings should be evergreens, such as Aleppo Pine, which would perform

the same functions as the limited amounts of indicator plantings now

used. Again, drip irrigation could be used. But also, urban runoff

from the streets could be redirected to augment drip irrigation.

The concepts for noise reduction also improve the visual quality

of the site. Views toward I-10 and the major streets would be greatly

improved. Similar tree massings could be used to buffer the adjacent

neighborhood as well. Due to the sparse vegetation in the park, views

to the adjacent homes are unattractive. A buffer is needed which could

be designed to take advantage of runoff from concepts previously identi-

fied. Drought-resistant trees could be used, as well as shrubs. The

addition of these plantings would be consistent with the desert
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park/open space concept. More people would be encouraged to use the

park if it were more peaceful and attractive. These concepts also are

very water efficient as well.

Another benefit from these concepts is that wind is reduced

along with dust. By reducing wind, evapotranspiration is reduced, which

reduces water loss and noise levels are not carried as far (Figs. 35

and 36). The river micro-environment is enhanced also. Canopy cover is

provided for park users for picnicking and for a cool place to escape

the desert heat. A true river edge greenbelt is established.

Current design is inadequate to solve these severe problems.

The Santa Cruz Riverpark will probably never become a complete success

in its current state. More funds will be necessary to upgrade the

existing phases and to develop additional phases. It is apparent that

additional vegetative concepts can help solve these problems. What is

very important is that they can be solved with the efficient use of

water.

A summary of vegetative concepts at the Santa Cruz Riverpark

includes:

(1) the use and conservation of existing native vegetation;

(2) the introduction of drought-resistant vegetation

(Appendix B);

(3) the enhancement of existing vegetation with drip irrigation;

(4) the limited use of turf;

(5) the use of a nodal or oasis-type concept;
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Figure 35. Windrows to reduce drying effects 
of desert winds.

The use of windrows or shelterbelts to reduce the 
drying

effects of desert winds (Miller 1978).
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Figure 36. Use of berms and vegetation to reduce winds and noise

pollution, creating a micro-environment.

Berms help protect from the drying effects of desert winds

and also help reduce noise pollution (Miller 1978).
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(6) the use of hydroseeding with native seed to revegetate, for

erosion control, and to hold moisture;

(7) the initiation of planning goals prior to design which pro-

mote water efficiency;

(8) the limited use of riparian species to re-create a river

edge effect and for shade for users;

(9) the potential use of vegetation to solve site problems in-

cluding: noise, wind, dust, poor views, and lack of shade.

Policy Compliance and
Recommendation Assessment

The planning/design concepts used at the Santa Cruz Riverpark

are in compliance with stated policy regarding water efficiency. How-

ever, as with Udall Park, additional policy emphasis is needed.

Park Site Acquisition. The site of the Santa Cruz Riverpark is

unique in that it has many opportunities for the use of alternate

sources of water. Access to these alternate sources should become a

criterion for the selection of new park sites. This site has the poten-

tial of using both man-influenced and natural water sources. The use

of alternate water sources will become even more important in the

future. Policy should specify that future parks be sited, whenever

possible, along rivers or washes where the opportunities for runoff are

generally greater than land away from drainageways. Policy should also

direct that future parks be sited, whenever possible, near sources of

treated sewage effluent, industrial cooling water, or urban runoff.
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Park Planning. Planning goals relating to water efficiency

should be initiated prior to design. Water efficiency is a policy of

the design principles, but should also be a planning goal. This would

provide park planners with the goal of water efficiency from the onset.

The park was planned with the intent of using alternate water

sources to supply the water needed for irrigation and recreation. It

should be a policy that prime recharge areas such as the Santa Cruz

River be used only for that reason. With this in mind, Greene proposed

that a year-round stream be created from treated sewage effluent and

industrial cooling water from sources in the area. The stream would

recharge the aquifer and also serve as a recreational amenity. Pre-

serving recharge areas is a stated city policy. Policy should, however,

also deal with how alternate water supplies are used to recharge the

aquifer and how these sources might also be used for recreation such as

the proposed stream for the Santa Cruz Riverpark.

Park Design. Policy in the area of park design should emphasize

water efficiency as a primary goal, along with other goals such as

safety, low maintenance, and meeting the recreational needs of the com-

munity. Park design policy already states that parks should "conserve

water and energy...". However, a greater emphasis should be placed on

water efficiency. There are two primary policy recommendations. First,

high water use areas, such as turf, should be designed to meet the needs

of the public but to be kept to a minimum. Second, areas requiring

little or no water use, such as native vegetation, should be maximized

whenever possible.
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There are no policies concerning the use of alternate water

sources. Policy recommendations would include:

(1) the use of ephemeral washes and micro-catchments as a source

of water;

(2) the use of surface runoff wherever possible;

(3) the use of small-scale water spreading systems.

The use of nongroundwater supplies should be undertaken wherever pos-

sible to reduce groundwater drawdown.

Park design policy already states that drought-resistant vege-

tation should be used. But the areas of use are not stated. Policy

should also delineate the uses of drought-resistant vegetation,

including:

(1) to serve as shade trees;

(2) to be hydroseeded for revegetation and erosion control;

(3) for the enhancement of existing native vegetation by inter-

planting;

(4) to improve or create micro-environment conditions;

(5) to set a standard or model to be used to educate the public

on appropriate plant materials to use;

(6) to be used to solve site specific problems such as noise

and dust pollution, excessive wind, poor visual quality,

and a lack of existing shade.

Irrigated vegetation should also be clustered, whenever possible, to

increase water efficiency and to promote micro-environments.
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Administration. Part of administration policy is the requirement

to initiate a site analysis prior to design. The site analysis is very

important because the analysis identifies opportunities for the use of

micro-climates or micro-environments, surface runoff, recharge potential,

and habitat analysis. Elements of the analysis should include a water

use potential analysis and a habitat analysis which are not required

now. Water efficiency should be analyzed along with views and cultural

factors. This is done already, but more emphasis is needed in this

area since opportunities are being neglected.

Intergovernmental Cooperation. The Tucson Parks and Recreation

Department generally enjoys good cooperation with the public school

districts (Ronstadt and Alley 1982). City policy mandates joint de-

velopment and use of recreational facilities whenever possible and

desirable. An example of this is the future multi-use playfield shared

by the Arizona School for the Deaf and the Parks Department. Policy on

cooperation should also be extended to include joint planning and design

of the use of alternate water sources such as industrial cooling water

from the electric plant at Grant Road and treated sewage effluent from

the county sewer plants at Roger and Ina Roads. Policy encouraging

cooperation is needed between public and private entities as well as

between governmental agencies.
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Gene C. Reid Park: 
Case Study Three Assessment 

Land Use Planning Assessment

The land uses at Reid Park are typical for urban parks designed

in the 1950's. As the major regional park facility for the city, the

park also has land uses not typically found in all regional parks. Land

uses at Reid Park typically require large amounts of water. Approxi-

mately 64.3 percent of the park is in turf (Table 2, p. 59). There is

also a lake which requires water.

Initially, 64.3 percent appears to be an excessive amount of

turf area. The park, however, is the most crowded, excessively used

park in the city. To determine whether the use of the turf areas was

dispersed or concentrated, an analysis of land use was conducted. While

this analysis was limited, it reveals that park users are generally

concentrated toward the center of the park. That leaves the buffer

areas adjacent to busy city streets relatively empty (Fig. 37). The use

of turf in these areas appears cosmetic rather than for use by park

users. It does serve aesthetically as a method to invite passersby into

the park because of its cool, pleasing appearance. However, given the

need to use water more efficiently, this use of turf in a low use area

could be seen as unacceptable today. Alternate sources of water, such

as treated sewage effluent, would be a more acceptable alternative to

the use of pumped groundwater. Turf areas could also be removed to

conserve water.

It is important to provide some turf as a recreational land use.

Turf areas are used for multi-use fields, baseball fields, picnic areas,
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playgrounds, within a drainageway, at an amphitheatre/bandshell, and in

open play areas. Shade is also provided throughout much of the park as

well. Further analysis is needed to determine which facilities do not

necessarily need turf as a groundcover. Sand, for example, could be

used as an alternative in volleyball areas and playgrounds. Smaller

turf areas could be designed to supply the same recreational needs.

This concept has been used somewhat in Tucson. Certain turf areas have

been allowed to decline and the trees have been put on drip irrigation

(Ronstadt and Alley 1982). This reduces the land use currently under

turf management and conserves water. These areas have been converted to

hard ground covers such as decomposed granite. Areas where this can be

done include high traffic areas and areas of dense shade where grass

grows poorly. A continual modification program such as this should be

carried out to make the use of water in older conventional parks more

efficient.

A summary of land use planning concepts at Reid Park includes:

(1) the modification of low use areas, such as the removal of

turf, to a more efficient use of water or to alternate

sources of water;

(2) the modification of turf areas in high traffic and dense

shade areas to hard ground covers such as decomposed granite;

(3) the analysis of activity areas to determine which activities

do not necessarily need high water using turf and to propose

alternatives such as sand in volleyball and playground

areas;
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(4) the initiation of a modification program to convert older

conventional parks to a more efficient use of water.

Landform and Soil Assessment

The landform at Reid Park is relatively flat with a gentle slope

towards the northwest. Exceptions are the Citation Wash, which cuts

through the park, and man-made berms along buffer areas and hills for

the motocross course and adjacent to the lake. There is also a lake.

Of these landforms, the wash is a potential supply of urban and

desert runoff. The wash carries storm water from the neighborhood area

to the south of the park. Runoff from the park also drains into the

wash. The wash, currently lined with turf in most areas, could be modi-

fied for park use. Small check dams could retain runoff water and di-

vert it to storage areas. The water could then be used to irrigate turf

by ponding or flood irrigation. Ponding, grass filtration, or grass-

soil filtration could remove unwanted impurities and at the same time

provide irrigation for turf. Excess water might also be collected in a

drain system and re-used for turf irrigation at a later time or be piped

into the lake to replenish evaporated lake water. The filtration and

cleansing of nitrates, phosphates and sediment found in urban runoff is

effective with this system. It is also effective on sewage effluent

(Greene 1977, pp. 5-6). Treated sewage effluent is available for rec-

reational use at Randolph Golf Course to the east of the park. If suf-

ficient quantities and quality were available, this source could

potentially be available for use at Reid Park as well.
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Second, surface runoff from micro-catchments and from impervious

surfaces such as roads and parking areas could be directed into turf

areas and tree basins. Roads and parking areas make up approximately

twenty-one acres of the park and are a potential catchment area. Addi-

tional grading and resurfacing would probably be necessary to improve

runoff rates and to ensure that the runoff was properly directed to turf

and tree areas and would not cause flooding of the roads. Currently,

the gravel parking shoulders absorb much of the runoff before it can

reach the turf areas. These would need to be sealed.

These concepts will be successful only during the wet season.

Therefore, they are only meant to augment an efficient drip and sprin-

kler irrigation system. None of these concepts is currently being used.

However, they appear to have potential. Due to the impervious soil on

the site, runoff is moderate and recharge is minimal. The runoff from

impervious surfaces, including the large parking lot at Hi Corbett

Field, should be better utilized during rainstorms. It should be stored

and used at drier periods. If stored in a sealed system, it would elim-

inate evaporation, the primary water loss route.

Part of the landscape is also devoted to a man-made lake. It is

one of three lakes in city regional parks. Water is supplied from

pumped groundwater and is recirculated. Lakes are very refreshing and

aesthetic, especially in an arid environment. However, they do give an

appearance of an abundance of water. This is the wrong impression to

make and is contrary to the efforts of such programs as "Beat the Peak,"

Tucson's water conservation program. The lake does, however, attract
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many park users to its bank. No swimming is allowed due to poor water

quality, but the area is a nice location to sit and relax.

As a park facility, the lake is very water inefficient. The

evaporation rate, especially in the hot summer, is very high. Modifica-

tion of the lake could improve its efficiency. This could include re-

ducing the surface area of the lake by perhaps eliminating one of the

two main bodies of water. The bottom of the lake should be sealed to

reduce percolation losses as well. Finally, alternate sources of water

could be used to fill the lake. Filtered urban and desert runoff or

treated sewage effluent could be utilized after filtration by methods

previously discussed. Given the need to use water efficiently, lakes

should probably not be built in the future unless alternate water sup-

plies can be utilized.

A summary of landform and soil-related concepts at Reid Park

includes:

(1) the use of ephemeral washes to supply irrigation water from

urban and desert runoff by using check dams and diverting

the runoff to water spreading systems;

(2) the use of turf and soil to filter out impurities in urban

and desert runoff whereby the turf would be irrigated and

the filtered runoff could be collected for other uses;

(3) the use of surface runoff from impervious surfaces such as

roads and parking lots;

(4) the modification of the lake's surface area, sealing of the
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lake bottom and the use of alternate water sources to im-

prove water efficiency in lakes.

Vegetative Assessment

Reid Park exhibits the design attitude of the conventional park.

This is very apparent in the kind of vegetation found on the site. Al-

most no native vegetation exists in the park. The park looks like almost

any park found in more humid regions, except for the palm trees. The

vegetation is lush, cool, and green. There is plenty of shade. While

providing a nice cool park for the public to escape to during the long,

hot summer months is still a good idea, tempering water use is now

important.

Extensive areas of turf (64.3 percent or 81.5 acres) cover the

park's flat landscape (Table 6). Turf is found in almost all areas.

The turf species used is predominantly Common Bermuda Grass. This type

of turf, along with Zoysiagrass, uses the least water of the warm season

turfs (Kneebone 1982, p. 6). Other turf species used are Hybrid Bermuda

Grass such as "Tifway" on the baseball fields. The "Tif" series use

less later than other species and cool season grasses, though more than

Common Bermuda Grass. Since these species go dormant in winter, they

use less water than year-round grasses. Bermuda Grass can also be

allowed to go into a drought-induced dormancy. It retreats into clumps

if kept dry too long, but can quickly respond to moisture. Alternating

watering and drying saves water and works well for parks where water is

costly and in short supply. After a good summer storm, it responds

quickly to the rainfall (Duffield and Jones 1981, p. 23). The Tucson
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Table 6. Vegetative Use In Design: Gene C. Reid Park

Common
	 Botanical
	

Water Required

Aleppo Pine*
Red Gum*
Fruitless Mulberry*
California Fan Palm*
Mexican Fan Palm*
Canary Is. Date Palm*
Mexican Blue Palm
Deodara Cedar
Coast Beefwood
European Olive
Chinese Jujube
Italian Cypress
Tiny-capsule Eucalyptus
Arizona Ash
Arizona Black Walnut
Arizona Cottonwood
Chilean Mesquite
Siberian Elm
Japanese Loquat
Privet Tree
Southern Live Oak
Arborvitae, Oriental
Pfitzer Juniper
Common Bermuda Grass
Hybrid Bermuda Grass

Pinus halepensus
Eucalyptus camaldulensis
Morus alba 'Fruitless'
Washingtonia filifera
Washingtonia robusta
Phoenix canariensis
Brahea armata
Cedrus deodara
Casuarina stricta
Olea europaea
Zizyphus jujuba
Cupressus sempervirens
Eucalyptus microtheca
Fraxinus velutina
Juglans major
Populus fremontii
Prosopis chilensis
Ulmus pumila
Eriobotrya japonica
Ligustrum japonica
Quercus virgiana
Platycladus orientalis
Juniperus c. 'Pfitzeriana'
Cynodon dactylon
Cynodon dactylon cvs.

low-medium
low
medium
low
low
low
low
medium
low
low
medium
medium
low
medium
medium
medium-high
low
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium-high
medium-high

*Predominant tree species observed.
Water requirements based on Halderman (1977).

Comments

1. Extensive areas of common bermuda grass act as the main groundcover
in varying degrees of cover. Little League and Hi Corbett fields
are in a hybrid bermuda grass.

2. Many mature trees give the park a lushness and create an abundance
of shade. Palms are used as accent trees in linear rows. Picnic
areas have extensive tree plantings. Trees are also used as a
buffer along the park's perimeter.

3. Pfitzer juniper is the dominant shrub. There are very few shrubs
in the park.
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Parks and Recreation Department has altered watering to reduce its use

of water and to save money (Ronstadt and Alley 1982). Areas of turf

receiving high traffic or in deep shade have also been targeted for turf

removal. Further study should identify low use areas where turf could

also be modified.

Reid Park has an abundance of large shade trees. The trees are

predominantly low water users such as Red Gum, Aleppo Pine, and three

palm species. This is good for water efficiency. However, a great many

of the trees are also medium to high water users (Table 6). These in-

clude such trees as Fruitless Mulberry and Arizona Cottonwood, which are

primarily found in picnic/ramada areas. There are no native trees ex-

cept for newer landscaping as found at the zoo. A conversion to

drought-resistant tree species should occur as older trees die and areas

are redeveloped.

There are very few shrubs because of security and maintenance

reasons. The most common shrub is Pfitzer Juniper, which is a medium

water user. There are also Oleanders. Drought-resistant shrubbery is

being planted as areas are redeveloped such as in the new zoo addition.

Because of the large expanses of turf, irrigation should be very

efficient. Older irrigation is being replaced or modified on a contin-

ual basis when funds are made available. This can significantly reduce

the amount of water wasted from overspray, misting, and over-watering.

New technology in spray heads, valves, and controllers has been improved

in the last decade. As underground emitters for turf areas become

available in years to come, they will probably replace above-ground
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irrigation. Drip or trickle is now, however, efficient for tree and

shrub irrigation use.

Turf maintenance is also critical to water efficiency. Reid

Park personnel are being trained to use water more efficiently. They

are watering less than before and are doing so during hours when water-

ing is the most efficient, such as in the early morning (Ronstadt and

Alley 1982). However, more training can be done in this area to improve

efficiency.

Conventional parks, such as Reid Park, can play a part in the

effort to use water more efficiently. The solution is a matter of com-

promise and additional funding for park conversion. The public has

grown accustomed to current conditions and cheap water prices. It would

be foolish to try to drastically reduce the area of turf or to destroy

beautiful mature high water use trees. But compromise, by doing some of

the concepts mentioned herein, would improve water efficiency and retain

the same character of the park. Further analysis is necessary, but

there is potential for the use of these concepts to help improve water

efficiency in older conventional parks. Other benefits include lower

maintenance costs and a better landscape "role model" for the public.

A summary of vegetative concepts at Reid Park includes:

(1) the use of water efficient turf species;

(2) the altering of watering and drying of Bermuda Grass;

(3) the reduction of turf areas;

(4) the conversion to drought-resistant trees and shrubs as

older vegetation dies or when areas are redeveloped;
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(5) the conversion to more efficient irrigation technology as

older irrigation is replaced/modified;

(6) the improvement of turf maintenance to use water more

efficiently.

Policy Compliance and
Recommendation Assessment

Reid Park is in compliance with existing city policy regarding

water use. Most city policies, however, do not deal with conventional

parks but rather concentrate on the development of new park facilities.

The modification of less water efficient conventional parks can play a

part in the effort to make the use of water more efficient in urban

parkland. Further emphasis is needed in this area.

Park Planning. Planning efforts should concentrate not only on

new facilities, but on the modification of older conventional parks.

The Tucson Parks and Recreation Department has been modifying Reid Park

when funds have been made available. There should be policy which di-

rects the reevaluation of existing parks for water efficiency. A pro-

gram should be set up to periodically assess parks. Concepts, such as

the ones discussed in this paper, should be analyzed for their potential

use in conventional parks.

An analysis of activity areas should be initiated to identify

where water could be more efficiently used. Turf areas, for example,

could be replaced by sand in volleyball and playground areas. Low use

areas could also be modified.
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Park Design. Policy on park design is fairly specific; however,

it does not specify design modifications needed to increase water effi-

ciency. Policy recommendations needed to increase water efficiency by

the use of alternate sources include:

(1) the use of ephemeral washes to supply irrigation water to

turf areas by redirecting storm runoff;

(2) the use of grass or grass-soil filtration to remove impuri-

ties from urban runoff which could be reused for other

purposes;

(3) the use of runoff from impervious surfaces should be under-

taken to irrigate turf areas and trees.

Policy encourages the use of lakes in regional parks. However,

given the need to conserve water, this policy is questionable. Policy

should encourage that existing lakes, such as the one at Reid Park, be

modified wherever possible to reduce evaporation losses. Policy should

also mandate that all future lakes have alternate water sources such as

treated sewage effluent.

Park policy directs that drought-resistant vegetation he used to

conserve water. But in older parks such as Reid Park, there are many

medium to high water use trees. Policy should encourage a conversion to

drought-resistant vegetation as older trees die or when areas are re-

developed. Turf areas can also be reduced in high traffic areas, in

areas of deep shade, or in low use areas. Turf species should also be

water efficient.
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Administration. Park policy states that existing facilities be

maximized. Reid Park is a good example, in that it is the most over-

crowded park in the city. New regional parks should be built to relieve

the overcrowding.

Reid Park, like other conventional parks, has large areas of

turf. The proper maintenance of turf can significantly reduce water

waste. Policy should direct that the most up-to-date technology and

practices in turf maintenance be implemented. Irrigation systems should

be updated to improve efficiency and reliability. Water efficiency

should take precedence over maintenance.

Intergovernmental Cooperation. The modification of conventional

parks is more expensive, generally, than the development of a new park.

Intergovernmental cooperation will be needed to fund modifications and

upgrading. Current policy acknowledges the need for cooperation. Joint

planning should continue as modification proposals to such programs as

the federal Urban Park and Recreation Recovery Program (UPARR) are de-

veloped. This program should be used to modify older parks to become

more water efficient.

Concepts and policies have been identified in these three case

study areas which help to improve water efficiency in urban parks. The

next chapter will synthesize these concepts and policies into a final

compilation of planning/design concepts and policy recommendations.



CHAPTER 6

CONCEPT AND POLICY SYNTHESIS

The purpose of this chapter is to compile, into two outlines,

the planning/design concepts and the policy recommendations identified

in the three case study assessments. The concepts are organized into

three sections including:

(1) Land Use Synthesis

(2) Landform and Soil Synthesis

(3) Vegetative Synthesis

The policy recommendations are organized into five sections including:

(1) Park Site Acquisition

(2) Park Planning

(3) Park Design

(4) Administration

(5) Intergovernmental Cooperation

Planning/Design Concepts 

Land Use Synthesis

How urban parkland is planned and utilized will determine the

extent of water use. There are vast differences in water use between a

conventional park with large expanses of turf and a more natural desert

park with only minimal uses of turf. Therefore, how urban parkland uses

are planned and designed is an important element in water use efficiency.

140
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Efficiency begins at the planning level where land use allocations and

park siting decisions are made.

Ten land use planning/design concepts have been identified from

the three case study areas. These include:

(1) Criteria for selection of new urban park sites should in-

clude: (a) accessibility to alternative water sources such

as urban and desert runoff, treated sewage effluent, and

industrial cooling water; and (b) an abundance of highly

productive habitat for urban park use which does not need

cultivation or minimal cultivation.

(2) A habitat analysis should be initiated to improve decision

making and to determine important variables regarding land

allocations and park development (Figs. 7 and 8, pp. 42-43).

(3) A water use potential analysis should be initiated to im-

prove decision making regarding water use efficiency and

how it relates to land use allocations and park development

(Fig. 16, p. 67).

(4) Low water use areas, such as natural areas with highly pro-

ductive habitat, should be maximized wherever possible.

(5) High water use areas, such as turf areas or water bodies,

should be minimized wherever possible.

(6) Land adjacent to major washes and rivers should be used for

urban park development whenever possible to reduce urban

encroachment into these sensitive recharge areas.

(7) Modification programs should be initiated to convert less
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water efficient conventional parks to more water efficient

land uses.

(8) An analysis of areas of low park usership in conventional

parks with high water consumption should be initiated to

identify where low usership areas can be modified to more

efficient water use or to an alternate source of water

(Fig. 37, p. 128).

(9) Turf areas in conventional parks which receive high foot

traffic or are in shade where turf grows poorly should be

converted to a non-vegetative groundcover area.

(10) Activity areas in conventional parks with high water con-

sumption, such as turf, should be analyzed to determine if

these areas could be converted to a more efficient use

of water.

The first concept deals with park siting and how it can affect

water efficiency. New park facilities should be located where alterna-

tive sources of water are available. As potable water from groundwater

supplies becomes more scarce, alternative sources of water will be

needed to reduce the amount of drawdown. In Tucson, for example, com-

plete reuse of treated sewage effluent will be needed to balance the

water supply. Parks can be the recipients of alternative water supplies,

given the addition of a distribution system and adequate water quality

levels. New park planning guidelines should use accessibility to alter-

nate sources of water as a criterion. Park sites should be specifically

chosen for their access to treated sewage effluent, urban and desert
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runoff, and industrial cooling water. This will not be possible for all

sites, but the option should be left open for the future.

The second concept deals with improving the decision-making

process for park planning. A habitat analysis should be initiated for

new site planning and should become a part of the site planning process.

It would identify areas which should be preserved or conserved for park

use. The habitat analysis can help decision makers allocate land uses

which can increase water efficiency. Existing vegetation can be con-

served, reducing the need for unnecessary cultivation of new vegetation.

Water harvesting areas can be utilized to provide an alternate water

supply, which cannot be utilized if those areas are impacted.

The third concept also improves the decision-making process. A

water use potential analysis should be initiated to identify areas where

there is adequate runoff to warrant the construction of water harvesting

techniques. Areas where vegetation can thrive on surface runoff alone

can be utilized without any use of irrigation. These areas should be

used for harvesting and not put to other land uses, if possible.

The fourth concept is simple but has been understated. Low

water use areas should be maximized, wherever possible, to reduce the

need for water use. Natural areas, once thought to be applicable only

to non-urban areas, should be conserved for urban parks as well. These

areas need little or no potable water.

A corollary to the previous concept, concept five states the

need to minimize, wherever possible, high water use areas such as turf

or water bodies. These areas should not be eliminated because they
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provide a human need. But, their use should be minimal and carefully

weighed against the need to conserve water.

Concept six is not a new one, but it is not always justified

for water-related reasons. Land adjacent to major washes and rivers

should be preserved for park use, not only because it is generally un-

developable for urban development, but because it should be preserved

for aquifer recharge. Urban encroachment should be kept away from these

areas for fear of possible contamination of the only major source of

aquifer recharge in many arid regions.

The modification of existing conventional parks is also an im-

portant area to improve water efficiency. Concept seven states that a

modification program should be initiated to convert less water efficient

conventional parks into more efficient land uses. A program for peri-

odic assessment should be conducted to improve water efficiency. Funds

should be allocated for this program on an ongoing basis.

Concept eight deals with high water use in low usership areas.

These areas should be analyzed to identify where modifications could be

made or if the areas could use alternative sources of water. Turf in

buffer areas, for example, receives little use and is used mainly for

aesthetics. The use of water in such an area should be analyzed to see

if it is justifiable, given the need to conserve water.

Concept nine states that turf, as a high water user, is not an

appropriate land use in high traffic areas or in deep shade where turf

does poorly. Water, put to these areas, would be wasted because the

turf areas would not respond to the water.
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Finally, concept ten deals with the need for turf with a spe-

cific activity. Activity areas with high water use should be analyzed

to determine if these areas could be converted to a more efficient use

of water. Playgrounds and volleyball areas, for example, generally do

not need to be turf and could use sand as a groundcover.

Landform and Soil Synthesis

The augmentation of irrigation systems and the promotion of the

efficient use of precipitation have not received sufficient considera-

tion in parks as a means to improve water use efficiency. Runoff agri-

culture has been used for over four thousand years in the Middle East.

It was also used by the Hohokam Indians of Arizona (Miller 1981, p. 55).

Recently, the United States, Australia, Mexico, and Israel have been

developing techniques to harvest rainfall for agricultural and livestock

purposes (Medina 1976, p. 61). Present research has shown that the best

possibilities of moisture conservation are in controlling runoff

(Bertrand 1966, p. 209).

There has been no research done to date on the use of water har-

vesting techniques in the urban parkland setting. However, the concept

appears promising as a viable alternative. Given the right conditions,

runoff can be better utilized on-site as a means to augment conventional

irrigation, or in some cases, as a sole source of moisture for vegeta-

tion or recreation.

There are ten planning/design concepts relating to the landform

and soil conditions. These include:
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(1) Goals should be established prior to the design phase which

promote the use of the landform and soil conditions in

improving water efficiency.

(2) Natural landform and soil conditions should be utilized to

harvest stormwater runoff for use by park vegetation

(Fig. 20, p. 77).

(3) Landform micro-environments should be utilized to increase

water efficiency such as north-facing slopes and low areas

which retain more moisture and berms to reduce evaporation

loss (Fig. 36, p. 122).

(4) In appropriate areas, the landform and impervious surfaces

should be modified to harvest, retain, or redirect storm-

water runoff for use by park vegetation (Figs. 22 and 23,

pp. 81-82; Figs. 29 and 30, pp. 106-107).

(5) Washes which have a high degree of percolation should be

preserved for the recharge of the aquifer.

(6) Where appropriate, the landform should be modified to main-

tain precipitation where it falls for use by park vege-

tation and to reduce erosion (Fig. 21, p. 79).

(7) Soil amendments should be used to maintain soil moisture in

the plant rootzone where it can be utilized by the plant.

(8) Stormwater runoff from washes with a low to moderate degree

of percolation should be retained or diverted for use on-

site by vegetation (Fig. 19, p. 75; Figs. 31 and 32,

pp. 109-110).
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(9) Turf areas or turf and soil filtration should be used,

whenever possible, to remove impurities from urban and

desert runoff when these sources are available for use.

The turf can be irrigated and the runoff can be collected

and then reused.

(10) Large water bodies should be limited and modified, if pos-

sible, to become more water efficient through landform and

soil modifications.

The first concept deals with planning for water efficiency by

establishing goals to promote the use of the landform and soil in im-

proving water efficiency. The landform has been largely ignored as a

mechanism to supply runoff water for plant use. Goals should include

the identification and use of landform and soil, wherever possible, to

promote, retain, or utilize surface runoff and precipitation.

The second concept involves the use of existing landform and

soil conditions to harvest stormwater runoff for park vegetation. This

would involve the use of natural rock outcrops and surface hardpans as

catchment areas.

The third concept deals with micro-environments. The landform

creates micro-climates or micro-environments where there is often less

solar radiation, less wind, cooler temperatures, and reduced evapora-

tion. Water can be retained in these areas for longer periods of time.

North-facing slopes or low areas along washes are often micro-

environments which tend to conserve moisture. Vegetation introduced

within micro-environments can often survive without supplemental
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irrigation once established. Berms can be introduced to reduce the

drying effects of hot, dry winds.

In the fourth concept, landform should be modified, where appro-

priate, to harvest, retain, or redirect stormwater runoff for use by

park vegetation. Harvesting storm runoff involves catching the water

over a large area and using it in a smaller area where vegetation can

utilize the moisture. Water losses through evaporation and percolation

should be minimized. Runoff from rooftops can be directed to vegeta-

tion. Asphalt roads and parking areas can also supply runoff. An

Arizona highway catchment system has been in use for over fifteen years.

There has been fear of pollution from vehicle oils, but livestock have

developed no ill effects from the water (Chiarella and Beck 1975; Thames

and Fischer 1981).

Other related concepts include the modification of the soil

surface. Bare ground can be compacted and applied with silicon, paraf-

fin, or sodium to increase runoff. Structures can also be built over

the soil surface to do the same thing, such as concrete, sheet metal,

fiberglass, asphalt impregnated polypropylene matting, artificial rubber

membranes, and plastic or tar paper with a coating of gravel. These

techniques have been tested for supplying water to stock watering ponds

(Thames and Fischer 1981, pp. 521-26). However, these techniques may

someday find use in the park setting.

The fifth concept deals with the use of the landform and soils

of wash areas for recharge. Washes with a high degree of percolation

should be preserved for aquifer recharging. Washes and rivers in Tucson
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provide the only major source of recharge and should be preserved. The

use of wash areas for recharge depends on the soil of the drainageway.

In the sixth concept, water efficiency can be improved, in some

cases, if precipitation is maintained where it falls. Water should be

encouraged to percolate into the rootzone which reduces soil erosion on

the surface. Groundcover mulches such as decomposed granite or river

rock help to reduce evaporation by acting as a thermal insulator and

allowing soil moisture to remain in the rootzone. This also gives the

ground surface a clean, designed appearance which can handle foot traf-

fic. It is relatively economical, is aesthetic, and has functional

durability (Miller 1978; Duffield and Jones 1981).

Contour furrowing and trenching are techniques used often for

farming, revegetation, and reducing erosion. Digging pits or basins

around the base of plants can also be used to maintain water where it

falls.

The seventh concept deals with soil amendments. Soil amendments

should be used to keep soil moisture in the rootzone and can be added

upon installation. They can be mixed into the topsoil to hold moisture

in the upper soil layers. Sodium bentonite is a common soil amendment.

Organic material can also be added to topsoil for plant use.

The eighth concept deals with stormwater runoff from washes

which should be utilized. If the soil in a wash has a low to moderate

degree of percolation, it has little use as a primary source of re-

charge. Therefore, the water should be retained or diverted for use on

the site. Runoff can be collected behind small checkdams and diverted
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or allowed to be released slowly. Water spreading can also be used

(Thames and Fischer 1981, p. 531). There are two types, ponding and

flooding. Ponding is used on slopes of up to two percent and on soils

with low infiltration capacities. Flooding is used on slopes of up

to five percent and on soils of high infiltration capacities. The

pending type is designed to allow water to spill from around the ends of

the dike through broad spillways. The flooding type is designed to

allow water to spill from points along the face of the dike. To assure

even spreading and prevent channelization, contour furrows may be used

by either system (Thames and Fischer 1981, pp. 531-32).

Concept nine deals with the filtration and use of urban and

desert runoff for turf irrigation and for recycling runoff. Two fil-

tration methods with very good applicability for parks are the use of

turf or turf with a layer of soil as a medium for removing impurities

from stormwater runoff. Runoff can be held in a pond where sediment is

removed and the resulting water applied to the turf through flood irri-

gation. Excess water could be collected in drain systems and reused

for turf or other uses. This system is effective in removing nitrates,

phosphates, and sediment commonly found in runoff. This system can also

work on treated sewage effluent (Greene 1977, pp. 5-6). A system to

store runoff and apply it evenly to the turf areas must be devised.

Sprinkler irrigation would be needed during hot, dry periods to sustain

turf areas unless treated sewage effluent could be used.

The tenth concept deals with large water bodies which have tre-

mendous evaporation losses. Yet, water has a very refreshing and
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soothing influence on people and is especially welcome in arid regions.

However, there is a great need to conserve water. Large water bodies

should probably not be built in the future unless alternate water sup-

plies are used. Existing lakes should be modified, if possible, to

become more water efficient. The soil layer beneath the lake should be

sealed. Bentonite is commonly used for this purpose. The surface area

of the lake could also be reduced.

Vegetative Synthesis

Vegetation is perhaps the most important element of an urban

park. It sets the character of the park and, many times, its use.

Water in urban parks is used primarily for the irrigation of vegetation.

Therefore, how vegetation is utilized, both new and existing, is very

important to water efficiency. The method in which vegetation is modi-

fied, enhanced, maintained, and selected in urban parks can influence

how much water is used and how efficiently it is used.

There are ten planning/design concepts relating to the use of

vegetation. These include:

(1) Goals should be established prior to the design phase which

promote appropriate use of vegetation to improve water

efficiency.

(2) Existing native vegetation, with high habitat productivity

which reduces the need for cultivation, should be conserved,

wherever possible, for use in park design (Fig. 8, p. 43).

(3) Drought-resistant native or non-native plant materials

should be used in park design (Appendix B).
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(4) native vegetation can be enhanced with the interplanting of

drought-resistant shade trees to create or enhance micro-

environments for the efficient use of water and for shade

for park users (Fig. 6, p. 38).

(5) High water use ground covers, such as turf, should be mini-

mized and water efficient species should be selected

(Fig. 24, p. 86).

(6) Turf areas should be maintained for maximum water efficiency

through appropriate maintenance practices.

(7) The most water efficient irrigation technology should be

used, including subterranean drip irrigation for trees and

shrubs and newer, more efficient sprinkler irrigation for

turf (Fig. 33, p. 112).

(8) Planting design should maximize water efficiency by using

"zones of plant suitability" Miller 1978) and nodal or

oasis concepts of clustering to increase water efficiency

(Fig. 25, p. 90).

(9) Large areas where revegetation or erosion control is needed

should use hydroseeding with native seeds for water ef-

ficiency.

(10) Interpretive programs should be initiated to educate the

public on appropriate plant materials to use for arid land-

scaping and on ecology (Fig. 26, p. 92).

The first concept deals with planning goals. Vegetative goals

should be established prior to the design phase to promote water
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efficiency through the conservation and use of plant material and the

guiding of the preparation and use of the masterplan. Goals include:

(1) the preservation and enhancement of native vegetation and

wildlife habitat;

(2) retention of the natural character of the site;

(3) water efficient vegetation to be used in response to the hot

arid climate (Appendix B).

Concept two deals with the conservation of existing native vege-

tation. Vegetative areas of high habitat productivity as classified by

a habitat analysis should be preserved or conserved. Areas with the

least productivity should be where the major structural park development

occurs. High productivity areas have natural concentrations of mois-

ture, better soil, and more vegetation which provides habitat for wild-

life. By conserving these areas, less water will be expended on the

cultivation of additional vegetation to replace the existing habitat.

These areas can also be enhanced by the interplanting of drought-

resistant shade trees which can utilize the natural concentration of

soil moisture. These areas can then be utilized for various park acti-

vities including picnicking, hiking, fitness courses, interpretive pro-

grams, and passive enjoyment. They can also be used as buffer zones

between activity areas within the park and between the park and the

adjacent land uses.

The third concept involves the introduction of water efficient

plant materials. Plants naturally have varied water needs ranging from

very little to ample water. It is important, then, to select a plant
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species not only for its architectural characteristics, but for its low

efficient use of water. The use of native and naturalized non-native,

drought-resistant plant material in desert landscapes is gaining popu-

larity in the southwest (Miller 1978, p. 58). This is also true in

parks in the arid southwest (Appendix A). Drought-resistant vegetation

uses up to one-fifth the amount of water as compared to high water re-

quirement vegetation (Anonymous 1979).

There are many types of water efficient plant materials from

which to choose (Appendix B). The most common types are drought-

resistant Xerophytes, such as Chilean Mesquite (Prosopis chilensis).

Second are drought-evading annuals or ephemerals which have brief life

cycles, coming up only when there is sufficient soil moisture. Third

are drought-avoiding plants such as "CAM" (Crassulacean Acid Metabolism)

and C
4 

(Carbon 
4
) plant materials which avoid water loss stress through

internal chemical interactions. These include the Agavaceae Family

(leaf succulents) and the Cactaceae Family (stem succulents). Many of

these plant materials have been previously used only at botanical gar-

dens or in special desert rock gardens. However, as the need for more

water efficient parks is satisfied by the use of more natural desert

settings, the use of such plant materials will probably increase.

Concept four deals with the enhancement of native vegetation by

the interplanting of drought-resistant shade trees. This type of en-

hancement works with the existing vegetation, instead of introducing a

whole new pallet of plant materials as has been done in the past. In-

terplanting among existing shrubs and grasses creates a bosque effect
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which provides shade and enhances the micro-environment. Evapotrans-

piration, the primary means of water loss, is reduced from lower strata

vegetation and the soil surface. The bosque also serves as a wind bar-

rier or shelter belt which reduces evapotranspiration loss due to the

drying effects of hot, dry desert winds. These areas provide shade

for picnicking, improve wildlife habitat, and enhance the aesthetic

quality of the site.

The fifth concept deals with the use and choice of high water

use groundcovers such as turf. Large turf areas have long been associ-

ated with urban parks. The water crisis, however, has caused many park

planners to rethink the way in which turf is used in parks. Less turf

area is desirable to increase water efficiency. Turf should be limited

to those areas where it is necessary. Turf should still be provided for

non-structured activities, but not just for aesthetic reasons alone.

The species of turf used is also important. Its choice depends

on the type of use as well. Areas where turf is required for athletic

games, compared to areas receiving little physical use, may require

different turf qualities. A hybrid Bermuda Grass such as "Tifway" could

be used on a baseball field while Common Bermuda Grass could be used in

other areas.

Concept six deals with proper maintenance as a means to in-

crease water efficiency. Proper timing and amount of fertilizer and

water applications are very important. The height of grass-cut is also

important. Park foremen should be educated on the latest techniques

and methods of maintenance for water efficiency. Periodic maintenance
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assessments should be made to identify areas where maintenance practices

should be improved. Infra-red aerial photography can also be used to

identify areas where maintenance and irrigation should be improved.

The seventh concept involves the use of water efficient irriga-

tion. Rainfall in the arid and semi-arid southwest is typically vari-

able and unreliable as a sole source of plant moisture. Therefore,

irrigation is generally a must for the maintenance of vegetation. The

function is to supply the rootzone with sufficient moisture at an appro-

priate rate to ensure healthy root growth and plant development (Miller

1978, p. 51). Drip and trickle irrigation is becoming increasingly

popular in arid regions because it delivers water directly to the root-

zone at slow but frequent rates. Flood irrigation has a poor efficiency

rate of 30 to 60 percent for the amount of water utilized by the plant.

In contrast, drip irrigation has a much higher efficiency rate of 80 to

95 percent. Sprinkler irrigation, at a rate of 70 to 80 percent, is

more efficient than flood irrigation but less than drip-type. There

are major water losses through evaporation and excessive drainage of

gravitational water, however, from both flood and sprinkler irrigation

(Miller 1978, p. 53). Drip irrigation for tree and shrub irrigation is

gaining popularity in parkland use, but is still seen by some as being

too costly for maintenance reasons (Appendix A). New sprinkler irriga-

tion for turf is designed to use water more efficiently and accurately

by reducing misting, eliminating flow-by, by efficient controlling, and

through uniform application with little waste (Rain Bird Corp. 1982).

In the future, drip irrigation will also see application for turf
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irrigation as maintenance problems are resolved. Moisture sensing de-

vices, such as irrometers, will also see more use in the future. When

connected with a controller, turf area soil moisture can be monitored so

that water is not applied unless soil moisture levels drop to a pre-

determined point.

Concept eight involves the design of plant materials to gain

water efficiency. The planting concept called the "zone of plant suit-

ability" increases water efficiency by grouping plants according to

their water needs and according to the particular characteristics of

the site (Miller 1978, p. 50). Plant selection and density respond

naturally to increasing aridity. Plant materials should be chosen for

water efficiency, the farther they are placed away from a higher water

use area. Water can be more efficiently used by clustering plant ma-

terials in smaller oasis or nodal areas than compared to conventional

methods of expansive areas of turf.

The ninth concept involves water efficient revegetation or ero-

sion control. Hydroseeding with native seed is an efficient and inex-

pensive method to revegetate disturbed areas or to control erosion.

Drought-resistant plant species are used which can be left unirrigated

once established. Large areas can be hydroseeded with little water use

and at reduced costs. Areas can also be enhanced by hydroseeding with

specific species desired to improve habitat or aesthetics.

Concept ten involves public education. Urban parks can influ-

ence the public's attitude about water conservation by an interpretive

program which educates the public on appropriate plant materials to use
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for arid landscaping. Ecology of arid lands relating to water use

should also be incorporated in such a program. A water efficient urban

park is a good place for this type of activity. Natural site vegetation

can also be incorporated into the program.

Policy Recommendations 

Park Site Acquisition

The acquisition of new park sites within the metropolitan area

of Tucson is currently listed as a top priority. However, "any large

parcel of land" is stated as being appropriate (City of Tucson 1981,

p. 13). There is much more to consider in the acquisition of new park

sites. New sites should be ranked according to opportunities to in-

crease water use efficiency. Accessibility to alternate water sources

and appropriate site features for water conservation should make a site

more important for acquisition. Policy should reflect these ideas.

Policy Recommendation. With the inevitable growth of the south-

west, land acquisition for park use within metropolitan areas should

become a top priority. To increase water use efficiency, these new park

sites should take advantage of or have future access to alternative

water sources. These sites should also have appropriate natural ter-

rain, vegetation, and physical features which can be utilized and en-

hanced to increase water use efficiency.

Implementation. Criteria for the selection of new park sites

should include access to alternative sources of water. These include:

(1) urban and desert runoff; (2) treated sewage effluent; and

(3) industrial cooling water. Distributional systems should be planned
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to make use of these alternative sources. The landform should also,

whenever possible, lend itself to current use or future use of water

harvesting concepts and the use of ephemeral drainageways. The natural

vegetation should, whenever possible, be of high habitat productivity

and in a near natural state for use in the park.

Park Planning

Park planning procedures currently outline the initiation of a

detailed site analysis of physical and cultural factors (City of Tucson

1981, p. 7). However, there is little emphasis on water efficiency in

new parks. There is also no policy on the planning of park revisions

for older conventional parks. Policy should emphasize planning efforts

to increase water efficiency in both old and new urban parks.

Policy Recommendation. Park planning procedures should help

make the water use in new parks efficient and continue to improve older

conventional parks to increase water efficiency. This would include an

expanded site analysis to identify ways to improve water efficiency.

Implementation. Water efficiency should be a primary planning

goal in the planning process prior to the design phase. A site analysis

should include a habitat analysis and a water use potential analysis to

identify water harvesting areas, vegetative micro-environments, and

habitat to conserve for park use. Long-range planning should include a

modification program with periodic assessments of conventional parks.

The program would analyze low use areas for possible modification, iden-

tify turf areas which could be converted to non-vegetative groundcovers,
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and pinpoint large water bodies which could be modified for improved

water efficiency.

Park Design

Park design currently gives general design guidelines which call

for energy and water conservation through the use of native vegetation

and paving material. The physical environment should also be considered

(City of Tucson 1981, p. 8). However, more emphasis is needed to pro-

mote water efficiency in park design.

Policy Recommendation. Parks should be developed or renovated

to use water efficiently. This includes the use of existing and intro-

duced vegetation and proper planting design, the use of the natural

landform, and the minimization of high water use areas.

Implementation. Park design should minimize high water use

areas, such as turf and large water bodies. Low water use areas should

also be maximized including natural vegetation.

Introduced plant materials should be water efficient and drought

resistant (Appendix B). These should be used:

(1) to create shade for picnickers;

(2) to create micro-environments with concentrations of moisture

from natural sources;

(3) to revegetate disturbed areas or to reduce erosion;

(4) to enhance the native vegetation through interplanting

between existing vegetation;

(5) to serve as an example for the public to emulate in their

own landscaping;
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(6) to solve site problems such as noise pollution, dust, wind,

poor views, and buffering, and for shade.

Park design should also take into consideration the use of the

natural and man-made landform to increase water efficiency. Runoff

sources should be utilized in the park design to supplement irrigation

systems. Sources of runoff include impervious surfaces such as asphalt

parking lots and roads, ephemeral washes, and natural sheetf low.

The most efficient irrigation systems should be utilized in-

cluding drip irrigation and newer efficient sprinkler irrigation. Older

conventional parks with obsolete irrigation technology should have the

irrigation systems replaced or modified to increase water efficiency.

Parks should be designed with educational interpretive programs.

These programs should educate the public on the natural ecology, water

harvesting techniques, and proper arid landscaping plant material to use

in design.

Park design should be built around concepts which increase water

efficiency. Using an oasis or nodal concept increases water efficiency

by clustering plant materials. The use of "zones of suitability"

(Miller 1978) also increases water efficiency by grouping plant mate-

rials according to their water requirements.

Administration

Operational policies call for the maximization of parks through

programing and scheduling in order to reduce the need for additional

land and facilities (City of Tucson 1981, p. 6). However, administra-

tive operational policies do not acknowledge that the maximization of
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park facilities also increases water efficiency. This benefit should

also be stated.

Policy Recommendation. Operational policies should be developed

in order to increase water use efficiency. Existing parks should pro-

vide for more facility use to maximize existing use of recreational

facilities. Existing parks should also be maintained to achieve the

highest efficiency of water use.

Implementation. Existing recreational facilities should be

fully developed and their use maximized by programing and scheduling for

high intensity, year-round, day and night activities. This reduces the

need for additional parks and additional unnecessary water use.

Parks should be maintained to achieve the highest water effi-

ciency possible. This would include proper turf maintenance, conversion

of older conventional parks and periodic upgrading of irrigation systems

as new technology becomes available.

Intergovernmental Cooperation

Intergovernmental cooperation is important to achieve water use

efficiency by bringing together the necessary agencies or entities.

Current policy calls for the joint use and development of recreational

facilities (City of Tucson 1981, p. 5). However, cooperation should

also be extended to include the planning and development of alternative

water sources and the cooperation between public and private entities.

Policy Recommendation. Cooperation between public authorities

and services and between public and private entities should be sought

and encouraged to increase water use efficiency in urban parks. This
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would include the joint use and development of recreational facilities

and the planning and development for the use of alternative water

sources.

Implementation. Cooperation should be fostered between any

entity for the use of land, water, or facilities which would improve

water use efficiency. Joint planning and cooperation between parks and

recreation departments and water and sewer services will be necessary

for the use of alternative water sources. Flood control agencies should

also cooperate with parks and recreation departments to develop and plan

for the use of urban and desert runoff on park sites. Reallocations of

water sources will be needed to provide a necessary mix of sources and

users to ultimately balance water deficits.

Use of public school recreational facilities also requires co-

operation between the local school districts and parks and recreation

departments. The joint use and development of these facilities reduces

the need for more park development and also the need to use more water.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The arid and semi-arid southwest has seen a tremendous growth

in population which has placed excessive demand on the region's natural

resources, especially the water supply. The issue of water is becoming

even more important than the issue of energy was during the 1970's.

Water is critical to the lives and the economy of the people in the

southwest.

The water issue is a classic supply and demand problem involving

two elements. First, there is increased demand for water by a growing

population for a number of uses. Second, cultural landscape attitudes

and traditions transplanted from Anglo-Saxon immigrants have, in many

instances, transformed the natural landscape of the arid southwest into

an oasis of lush green grass and humid-region plantings.

Urban parks are specifically linked to these two points. The

population shift has meant that communities must now provide additional

public services such as parks and recreation. The Anglo-Saxon landscape

attitude is also seen in the southwest version of the "conventional"

urban park. The conventional park, typical across the country, features

large expanses of turf, lush shade trees and many times a lake.

This paper has addressed the problem of how better to reconcile

the kinds and amounts of water use in the urban parkland setting with

the hydrologic characteristics of the arid and semi-arid environment.

164
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This effort is but one component of a large overall effort seeking to

bring water use under control.

An assessment of urban parkland was conducted which identified

ways in which water can be more efficiently used in urban parkland. The

assessment looked at both existing and potential concepts. The concepts

identified can be used to direct the way in which urban parks are

planned and designed in the future.

Policy regarding the use of water in parks was also assessed.

Compliance with existing policies and potential policy recommendations

was assessed. Policy recommendations will help encourage the use of

concepts identified in this paper.

Tucson, Arizona, was selected for the study because of its im-

mediate and increasing need to become more efficient in water use due to

a severe overdrafting of the groundwater supply. More specifically,

three urban parks in various phases of development under the jurisdic-

tion of the Tucson Parks and Recreation Department were selected for

this assessment. These include: (1) Morris K. Udall Regional Park;

(2) Santa Cruz Riverpark, Phase II; and (3) Gene C. Reid Park.

The first two parks, Udall and Santa Cruz Riverpark, were se-

lected because they represent the most current planning and design ef-

fort for urban parks in Tucson. The last study area, Reid Park, was

selected because it is an older conventional regional park. The modifi-

cation of this type of park also is important to water efficiency.

The study procedure was designed to develop two products,

planning/design concepts and policy recommendations. These are found
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in Chapter 6. The procedure consisted of a process of inventory, assess-

ment and synthesis. Planning/design concepts identified were classified

under three headings including: (1) land use planning; (2) landform and

soil; and (3) vegetation. These three areas are important specifically

to water efficiency because they involve areas where water use can be

assessed and made more efficient.

Policy recommendations were developed through an assessment of

compliance with current policy directives and identification of areas

where new policy guidelines are needed. Policies identified were classi-

fied under five headings, using categories similar to those used in

the City of Tucson policy statement on parks, recreation, and open space

(City of Tucson 1981). These headings include: (1) park site acqui-

sition; (2) park planning; (3) park design; (4) administration; and

(5) intergovernmental cooperation. These policy recommendations are

found in Chapter 6.

The concepts and policies outlined in this paper represent a

commitment towards water efficiency in urban parks that has been pre-

viously nonexistent in many communities. Cities in the arid and semi-

arid southwest will have to look for new ways to conserve water as water

supplies diminish under pressure from urban development. Water will

most likely be allocated differently in the future as most fresh ground-

water supplies will be used by households. This will probably make

alternative water sources a more important source of water for agricul-

ture, industry, and recreation. Park planners should be aware of their

alternatives to use water more efficiently. Use of these concepts and
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the adoption of these policies can help solve some of the water use

problems in arid communities that are sure to come in the future.

The land use synthesis in Chapter 6 identifies ten concepts.

These concepts will help improve water efficiency by guiding the selec-

tion of new park sites, revamping the decision-making process, and en-

couraging the conversion of older conventional parks.

The landform and soil synthesis in Chapter 6 identified ways to

augment irrigation systems and to promote the efficient use of precipi-

tation as a means of improving water efficiency. These areas have not

received sufficient consideration in urban parks. Techniques used by

runoff agriculture for over four thousand years can be used in the park-

land setting and will become more practical as water rates skyrocket and

supplies diminish. Controlling runoff can conserve moisture and de-

crease the use of potable water. The use of existing site features

which conserve moisture has also been outlined.

The vegetative synthesis in Chapter 6 is very important to water

efficiency since almost all water use goes to the maintenance of vege-

tation. Vegetation sets the character of the site and, many times, its

use. The concepts identified in this paper have stressed the use of

existing native vegetation, the use of drought-resistant plant mate-

rials, the minimization of high water use areas, and the maximization

of low water use areas. Other concepts deal with the educational pro-

grams, planting designs, and water efficient irrigation as a means to

increase water efficiency.
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The policy recommendations are meant to help encourage the use

of the concepts. While current city policy is consistent with many of

these recommendations, explicit emphasis on water efficiency is gener-

ally lacking. Water efficiency should become a more important element

in stated policy. To do this, it is suggested that existing city poli-

cies be modified to emphasize more forcefully water efficiency. The

areas where additional emphasis is needed include: (1) the acquisition

of new park sites; (2) park planning procedures; (3) park design guide-

lines; (4) administration operations; and (5) intergovernmental

cooperation.

While some of these concepts will require additional expendi-

tures for planning, design, and implementation, their use will become

more reasonable as cheap sources of water are eliminated. It is then

that the use of natural runoff and other concepts will receive greater

acceptance by park planners and designers and the public. The use of as

may concepts as possible now, though, will reduce the need for future

and perhaps more expensive park modifications to increase water use

efficiency.



APPENDIX A

SURVEY OF PARES DEPARTMENTS

Questionnaire Results from Parks and 
Recreation Departments in the Southwest, 1982 

Response Rate: 86%

Responses include these departments:

City of Tucson, AZ
City of Phoenix, AZ
City of Scottsdale, AZ
City of Tempe, AZ
City of Mesa, AZ
City of Glendale, AZ

City of Yuma, AZ
City of Albuquerque, NM
City of Denver, CO
City of San Diego, CA
City of Riverside, CA
County of Maricopa, AZ

Department
Question
	 Responses

1. Does your city or region have a water problem? Yes 11
No 1

2. Will your city or region experience a water problem Yes 11
in the future? No 1

3. Does your park system adequately conserve water? Yes 3
No 9

4. Can parks contribute to better water conservation? Yes 12
No 0

5. Do you utilize treated sewage effluent to irrigate Yes 1
parks or golf courses? No 11

6. Do you utilize native drought-resistant or tolerant Yes 11
plant materials? No 1

7. Do you utilize water harvesting/catchment/spreading Yes 3
techniques? No 9

8. Does your department have a program for the joint use Yes 11
of school facilities? No 1
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Question

9. Does your department have parks in drainageways
or in floodplains?

10. Does your department utilize drip irrigation or other
water-conserving hardware?

11. Do you utilize soil/chemical amendments to hold water
water in upper soil layers?

12. Has there been any noticeable negative public reaction
to more arid park landscapes?

13. Has your department modified any of the more
"conventional" parks to be more arid?

14. Do you mandate water conservation in your park system?

15. When and why have you started a water conservation
program in your park system?

Department
Responses

Yes 10
No 2

Yes 9
No 3

Yes 4
No 8

Yes 2
No 10

Yes 2
No 10

Yes 4
No 8

When

Several years ago (5+) 3
Few years ago (1-5) 5
Current efforts 2
Planned for the future 2

12
departments

Why

Primarily for water
conservation	 8
Primarily for cost
savings reasons	 4

12
departments

16. Is further research needed in this area?
	

Yes	 12
If so, what type of research?
	

No	 0

Types Identified the Most

1. More water efficient turf varieties.
2. Greater use of native drought-resistant plant materials.
3. Identification of minimum water requirements of plants.
4. Emitter irrigation systems for turf.
5. Improvement in irrigation technology and methods.
6. Water efficient landscape design.
7. The use of treated sewage effluent and its storage.
8. Use of water harvesting and retention basins.
9. The use of runoff water and its value as a credit.
10. Education and guidelines for field employees.
11. Education of the general public and policy-makers.
12. Conservation programs to conserve water such at Tucson's

"Beat the Peak" program.



APPENDIX B

WATER-CONSERVING LANDSCAPE PLANT MATERIALS
FOR USE IN SOUTHWESTERN ARID REGIONS

(Based on Miller 1978)

(feet)
Category 

Tree 25-40
Tree to 25

Shrub to 6+
Tree to 25

Shrub to 6

Common Name

Acacia, Abyssinian
Catclaw
Caven
White thorn
Sweet
Weeping

Agave
" Desert

Huachuca
" Octopus

Aloe
" Medicinal
" Tree

Ash, Single-leaf
" Arizona

Evergreen
" Modesto

Athel Tree (Tamarix)
Baileya, Desert
Barberry
Barrel Cactus
Bear Grass
Beefwood, Coast
Bird of Paradise, Red

Yellow
Bottlebrush, Lemon
Bougainvillea
Brittle Bush
Broom, Desert
Bursage, White
Carob
Cassia, Feathery
Cat's Claw
Catclaw Tree
Cedar, Salt

Botanical Name

Acacia abbysinica
greggii

	

"	 cavenica
constricta
farnesi ana

• stenophylla
Agave attenuata

	

"	 deserti
" huachucansis
" dimoriana

Aloe saponaria
" barbadensis
" arborescens

Fraxinus anomala
• velutina
• uhdei
▪ V. 'Modesto'

Tamarix aphylla
Baileya multiradiata
Berberis harrisoniana
Echinocactus sp.
Nolina bigelovii
Casuarina stricta
Caesalpinia pulcherrima

gilliesii
Callistemon citrinus
Bougainvillea cvs.
Encelia farinosa
Baccharis sarothroides
Franseria dumosa
Ceratonia siliqua
Cassia artemisioides
Doxantha unguis-cati
Acacia wrightii
Tamarix pent andra

Shrub to 6+
Tree 25-40
Tree to 40+
Tree 25-40

Groundcover
Shrub to 6

Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6
Shrub to 6+
Tree to 25
Shrub to 6+
Shrub to 6

Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6
Vine
Tree 25-40
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Century Plant
Chaste Tree
Chinaberry
Chuparosa
Clematis, Drummond
Coffeeberry
Coral Bean, Western
Coyote Brush, Dwarf
Creosote Bush
Cypress, Arizona
Daisy, Blackfoot
Daisy, Trailing African
Desert Spoon (Sotol)
Dusty Miller
Ebony, Texas
Elderberry, Mexican
Encelia, California
Eucalyptus, Ash-Colored

Tiny Capsule
Fairy Duster

, Red
Feather Bush
Fig, Wild
Fountain Grass
Fuchsia, California
Gal lineta
Germander

, Bush
, Prostrate

Goldeneye
Grape, Holly

Sonoran Sea
Guajillo
Guayacan
Gum, Desert

It 	Lemon-Scented
" Manna
" Red

Silver Dollar
" Red-Cap

Hackberry, Desert
Netleaf

Heavenly Bamboo

Agave americana
Vitex agnus-castus
Melia azedarach 'UMbr.'
Beloparone Californica
Clematis drummondii
Rhamnus californica
Erythrina flabelliformis
Baccharis pilularis
Larrea divaricata
Cupressus glabra
Melampodium leucanthum
Osteospermum fruiticosum
Dasylirion wheeleri
Centaurea cineraria
Pithecellobium
Sambucas mexicana
Encelia californica
Eucalyptus cineria

microtheca
Calliandra california
Calliandra eriophylla
Calliandra peninsularis
Lysiloma thornberi
Ficus palmeria
Pennisetum setaceum
Zauschneria californica
Mascagnia macroptera
Teucrium chamaedrys

fruticans
Teucrium chamaedrys
'Pro stratum'

Viguiera tementosa
Berberis trifoliolata
Coccoloba gold manui
Acacia berlandieri
Porlieria angustifolia
Eucalyptus rudis

citriodora
viminalis
camaldulensis
polyanthemos
erythrocorys

Celtis pallida
Celtis reticulata
Nandina domestica

(feet)
Category 

Shrub to 6
Tree to 6+
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6
Vine
Shrub to 6

Shrub to 6
Shrub to 6+
Tree 25-40
Groundcover

Shrub to 6

Tree to 6+
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6
Tree 25-40
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6

Shrub to 6+
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6

Vine
Groundcover
Shrub to 6
Groundcover

Shrub to 6

Shrub to 6+

Shrub to 6
Tree to 40+

Tree 25-40
Tree to 6+
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6+

Common Name
	 Botanical Name
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APPENDIX B--Continued

(feet)

Common Name
	 Botanical Name
	 Category

Hedgehog Cactus
Hop Bush
Holly, California

Desert
Texas

Honeysuckle, Cape
Mexican

Hummingbird, Trailing
Trumpet

Indigo Bush
Ironwood
Ivy, Arizona Grape
Jacaranda
Jojoba
Joshua Tree
Jujube, Chinese
Juniper, Alligator
Lantana, Trailing
Lavender Cotton
Lantana

, Bush
Locust, Thornless Honey
Maguey
Mallow, Globe
Manzanita, Point-Leaf
Mangle Dulce
Mauto
Mesquite, Argentia

Chilean
Screwbean
Velvet

Mexican Blue Wood
Morning Glory, Bush

Tree
Nandina, Compact

Dwarf
Nichol's Willow-Leafed
Peppermint

Nolina, Tree
Oak, Arizona White
" Emory

Ocotillo
, Tree

Oleander

Echinocereus
Dodonaea viscosa
Heteromeles arbutifolia
Atriplex hymenelytra
Cordia boissieri
Tecomaria capensis
Jacobinia ghiesbreghtiana
Rue ilia peninsularis
Zauschneria latifolia
Dalea greggii
Olneya tesota
Cissus trifoliata
Jacaranda acutifolia
Simmondsia chinensis
Yucca brevifolia
Zizyphus jujuba
Juniperus deppeana
Lantana montevidensis
Santolina chamaecyparissus
Lantana speciosa
Lantana camera
Gleditsia triacanthos inermis
Agave shawii
Sphaeralcea ambigua
Arctostaphylos pungens
Maytenus phyllanthoides
Lysiloma divaricata
Prosopis alba
Prosopis chilensis
Prosopis pubescens
Prosopis juliflora
Condalia mexicana
Convolvulus cneorum
Ipomoea arborescens
Nandina domestica 'Compacta'
Nandina domestica 'Nana'
Eucalyptus nicholii

Nolina matapensis
Quercus arizonica
Quercus emoryi
Fouquieria splendens
Fouquieria macdougalii
Nerium oleander cvs.

Shrub to 6
Shrub to 6+

Shrub to 6
Shrub to 6+

Shrub to 6

Groundcover

Tree to 25
Vine
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6
Tree 25-40

IT

Shrub to 6

Tree to 40+
Shrub to 6

Shrub to 6+
Tree to 40+
Tree 25-40

Tree to 25
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6+
Groundcover
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6

Tree 25-40

Shrub to 6+
Tree 25-40
Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6+
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Common Name Botanical Name
(feet)

Category

Olive, European
Opuntia
(Prickly Pear, Cholla)

Orchid Tree
Palm, California Fan

"	 Canary Is. Date
Guadalupe
Mediterranean Fan
Mexican Blue
Windmill

"	 Date
Palmetto, Oaxaca
Palmetto
Palo Estribo
Palo Verde, Blue

H	 Littleleaf
MexicanII

Palo Blanco
Palo Brea
Pampas Grass
Pepper Tree, Peruvian
Pepper, Brazilian

CaliforniaH

Persimmon, Texas
Pine, Aleppo

"	 Singleleaf Pinon
Pittosporum, Willow
Pomegranate
Primrose, Mexican
Pyracantha
Queen's Wreath
Reed, Giant
Rosemary
Rosewood, Arizona
Rue ilia
Sage

Scarlet
Saltbush, Australian

H	 Brewer
H	 Four-wing

Sand Verbena
Santolina, Green
Senna, Shrubby
Stachys
Saltwort, Maritime

Olea europaea
Opuntia sp.

Bauhinia lunariodes
Washingtonia filifera
Phoenix canariensis
Erythea edulis
Chamaerops humilis
Erythea armata
Trachycarpus fortunei
Phoenix dactylifera
Sabal mexicana
Sabal minor
Cercidium sonorae
Cercidium floridum

II 	microphyllum
Parkinsonia aculeata
Lysiloma candida
Cercidium praecos
Cortaderia selloana
Schinus polygamus
Schinus terebin thifolius
Schinus molle
Diospyros texana
Pinus halepensis
Pinus monophylla
Pittosporum phillyraeoides
Punica granatum
Oenothera speciosa childsii
Pyracantha cvs.
Ant igonon leptopus
Arundo donax
Rosmarinus officinalis cvs.
Vauquelinia californica
Ruellia californica
Salvia greggii

H splendens
Atriplex semibaccata

H	 lentiformis breweri
.	 canescens

Abronia sp.
Santolina virens
Cassia wislizeni
Stachys coccinea
Batis maritima

Tree 25-40
Shrub to 6+

Tree to 6+
Tree 25-40

H

Tree to 6+
Tree 25-40

Il

Tree to 40+
Tree 25-40
Tree to 6+
Tree to 25

H
Il

Tree 25-40
II

tt

Shrub to 6+
Tree to 25
Tree 25-40

H

Shrub to 6+
Tree 25-40

H

Shrub to 6+
Groundcover
Shrub to 6+
Vine
Shrub to 6+
Shrub to 6
Shrub to 6+

H

Shrub to 6
H

Shrub to 6
H

Groundcover
Shrub to 6

Il

I l
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Common Name

Silk Tassel
Smoke Tree
Soapberry
Sugar Bush
Sumac, Evergreen

If 	African
Sycamore, Arizona

California
Tamarix, Spring Flowering
Texas Ranger
Trumpet Creeper, Common
Turpentine Bush
Vallesia
Velvetpod
Verbena
Wait-A-Minute
Walnut, Arizona
Willow, Australian

Desert
Wolfberry (Desert-Thorn)
Yew Pine, Sonoran
Yucca (Our Lord's Candle)

(Spanish Bayonet)
(Spanish Dagger)

, Pendulous
, Torrey
, Soaptree
, Red

Botanical Name

Garrya wrightii
Dalea spinosa
Sapindus saponaria
Rhus ovata

virens
" lancea

Platanus wrightii
racemosa

Tamarix tetrandra
Leucophyllum frutescens
Campis radicans
Aplopappus laricifolius
Vallesia sp.
Mimosa dysocarpa
Verbena peruviana
Mimosa biuncifera
Juglans major
Geijera parvifolia
Chilopsis linearis
Lycium berlandieri
Forchammeria watsonii
Yucca whipplei

schottii
aloifolia
gloriosa
recurvifolia

"	 torreyi
elata

Hesperaloe parviflora

Category 

Shrub to 6+
Tree to 25

Shrub to 6+

Tree to 25
Tree to 40+

Tree to 6+
Shrub to 6+
Vine
Shrub to 6+

Groundcover
Shrub to 6+
Tree to 40+
Tree 25-40

Shrub to 6+
Tree to 25
Shrub to 6+

Tree to 25
Shrub to 6
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